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Abstract While the information published in the form of
XML-compliant documents keeps fast mounting up, efficient
and effective query processing and optimization for XML
have now become more important than ever. This article re-
ports our recent advances in XML structured-documentquery
optimization. In this article, we elaborate on a novel approach
and the techniques developed for XML query optimization.
Our approach performs heuristic-based algebraic transforma-
tions on XPath queries, represented as PAT algebraic expres-
sions, to achieve query optimization. This article first presents
a comprehensive set of general equivalences with regard to
XML documents and XML queries. Based on these equiv-
alences, we developed a large set of deterministic algebraic
transformation rules for XML query optimization. Our ap-
proach is unique, in that it performs exclusively deterministic
transformations on queries for fast optimization. The deter-
ministic nature of the proposed approach straightforwardly
renders high optimization efficiency and simplicity in im-
plementation. Our approach is a logical-level one, which is
independent of any particular storage model. Therefore, the
optimizers developed based on our approach can be easily
adapted to a broad range of XML data/information servers to
achieve fast query optimization. Experimental study confirms
the validity and effectiveness of the proposed approach.

Key words XML query optimization XML query process-
ing XML database Query transformation Deterministic query
optimization

1 Introduction

XML (eXtensible Markup Language) [44] has become the
de factostandard for information/data representation and ex-
change on the Internet and elsewhere. As a consequence, more
and more data sources switch over to XML and express their
contents using XML or an XML dialect, e.g., the familiar

HTML, NITF (in the news industry), WeatherML (for weather
information ), CellML (in bioinformatics), and XMLPay (for
Internet-based payments). The rapidly growing XML data
sources call for commensurate management solutions that are
XML-aware. It has been a wide consensus that XML docu-
ments/data should obtain the same type of management func-
tionalities as conventional data received from RDBMSs, and
the database community is well underway towards this desti-
nation.

In recent years, many storage schemes for XML data have
been proposed, e.g., mapping XML data to relational [18,
21,5,38] or object-relational models [28,41], using special-
purpose databases such as semistructured databases [32,33],
or developingnativeXML databases [19]. A key issue that
faces every XML data management system is the optimiza-
tion of XML queries.

Query optimization in the context of XML databases is
extremely challenging. The main reason for this is the high
complexity of the XML data model, as compared with other
data models, e.g., relational models. This high complexity
renders a much enlarged search space for XML query opti-
mization. Furthermore, XML applications are typically Web-
hooked and have many simultaneous, interactive users. This
dynamic nature requires highly efficient XML query process-
ing and optimization. The classical cost-based and heuristic-
based approaches yield unacceptably low efficiency when ap-
plied to XML data – query optimization itself becomes very
time-consuming because of the huge search space for opti-
mization caused by the high complexity of the XML data
model. Lots of work related to XML query processing has
been done, but the majority is focused on investigation for ef-
ficient supporting algorithms [17,32,40,24,31,26,13,47]and
indexing schemes [31,9,35,25,10]. Complete and systemat-
ical work on XML query optimization has hardly been re-
ported. We will discuss related work in detail in Section 7.
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1.1 Motivation

The essential difference between XML data and traditional
data (e.g., relational data) is the extra structural relationships
between the various elements in an XML data source. On the
one hand, these structural relationships render high complex-
ity for XML data modeling and query optimization; on the
other hand, they imply invaluable opportunities — source of
semantic knowledge for efficient XML query optimization
— which is, however, often overlooked or inadequately ex-
ploited. For example, assume a query asks for the instances
of element typet1 that are subelements of the instances of
element typet2 and if we know that everyt1 element has to
be contained in at2 element according to the data sources
DTD or XSD (XML Schema Definition), then we can sim-
ply return all instances of typet1 without checking the con-
tainment relationship between the elements of the two types.
This is a trivial example of using the structure knowledge of
XML data to conduct adeterministictransformation on an in-
put query for better evaluation efficiency. Here, bydetermin-
istic, we mean that the transformation once carried out will
bring in definite improvement (simplification in this case)
on the input query expression. More complicated cases ex-
ist that yield plenty of opportunities for efficient optimization
of XML queries, e.g., exploiting an available structure index
which is otherwise inapplicable to an input query (A struc-
ture index for now can be thought of as a shortcut between
two distantelements within the structure of the XML data
source). Obviously, using a structure index can significantly
reduce the cost of evaluating a covered containment opera-
tion. For example, lett1, t2, andt3 be three element types;t1
is a distant descendent oft2, andt2 is a direct child oft3 (see
Fig. 1); if the evaluation of a query needs to check the con-
tainment relationship betweent1 andt2, a straightforward but
costly way is to traverse all the intermediate “generations” be-
tweent1 andt2; however if a structure index betweent1 and
t3 is available, we can bypass the long path (fromt1 to t2)
by using the structure index to reacht2’s parent,t3, first, and
then get to the targett2.

t1

t3

t2

Fig. 1 Bypassing a lengthy path using a ‘shortcut’

The above examples indicate a huge realm where efficient
XML query optimization can be pursued by exploiting the
structure knowledge of XML data and structure-related se-
mantics carried on by an XML query expression. This obser-

vation motivated the work reported in this writing and set the
keynote of this article.

XML query optimization is one of the most challenging
issues facing the database research community. It is only ob-
tainable through a systematically and carefully worked-out
approach. To this end, we first need to study the equivalence
issue related to XML queries and XML data because query
transformation has to be based on query equivalence. Sec-
ondly, we need to work out a good strategy to efficiently
and effectively accomplish XML query optimization by us-
ing these equivalences. The strategy turns out to be a real
challenge because, as mentioned before, we are now con-
fronting a much enlarged search space, from which equiva-
lent transformations are to be conducted in order to locate an
optimal evaluation plan. A pretty straightforward guideline in
our mind is to find a way toradically prune the search space
during query optimization but still be able to obtain a suffi-
ciently good plan though it may not be an optimal one. The
solution we come up with is the so-calleddeterministic op-
timizationapproach. By this approach, every transformation
applied to a query has to be deterministic, in the sense that
it is bound to produce nontrivial improvement on the input
query in terms of evaluation efficiency. This type of transfor-
mation, by its nature, is heuristic-based and relies on proper
exploitation of the structure knowledge of XML data. Often
in a scenario, a structure index is available but not applicable
because of the particular, unfavorable structure pattern of a
query. However, the hidden opportunity of eventually apply-
ing the index to the query may exist and can be identified by
guided transformations that exploit particular structural prop-
erties of the source XML data. Deterministic transformations
are achieved in our approach via invocation of heuristic trans-
formation rules, which are based on the more general equiv-
alences of XML queries. Thirdly, we need a group of sup-
porting functions to facilitate the implementation of our ap-
proach. All these issues are addressed systematically in this
article.

1.2 Scope of the Article

In this article we address the issues related to efficient XML
query optimization at the logical level. Instead of directly
targeting the full-fledged XQuery [2], which is emerging as
the standard query language for XML, this article focuses
on its core sublanguage, XPath [14], which is small and can
make our effort more focused on solving the most challeng-
ing problems of XML query optimization.

Transformation-based query optimization is typically ap-
plied to queries represented as algebraic expressions. To this
end, we adopted the PAT algebra [37] which was developed
specifically for structured text access. The key constructsof
XPath queries can be mapped to PAT operations. The PAT
algebra will be explained later in Section 2.2. Traditionally,
a database schema (at conceptual level) specifies the types
of entities, the relationships among the entities, and the con-
straints that are to be enforced by the DBMS. Query opti-
mization typically uses algebraic transformations carried out
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on query expressions to improve the queries in terms of eval-
uation efficiency. Semantic optimization additionally resorts
to the exploitation of data semantics (which is usually not
captured in the database schema) to obtain further better op-
timization result. XML provides yet a third dimension for
query optimization — the semantic knowledge regarding the
structure of XML data — that may be used as an additional
source for query optimization. It is this new dimension that
this article is intended to explore to achieve XML query opti-
mization.

In this article, we attack the optimization problem of XML
queries from a transformation-based perspective — conduct-
ing algebraic transformations on query expressions and even-
tually producing an “optimal” evaluation plan (which is a
logical query expression) from the heuristic-point of view.
Our goal is achieved primarily through the exploitation of
the DTD-knowledge, general and (XML-)specific optimiza-
tion heuristics, particular structural properties of XML data,
and potential structure indices.

The XML query optimizer thus developed based on the
presented approach is independent of the specifics of any par-
ticular storage model, and can be hosted by a wide range
of XML data repositories, e.g., a file system, an RDBMS,
an OODBMS, or a native XML database system. For the
experimental study of our approach, we adopted the Oracle
RDBMS as the host of our test-bed, and conducted a series of
experiments.

The major contributions of our work that is to be ex-
pounded later on are summarized below:

– Based on the PAT algebra, we introduce a class of equiv-
alences with regard to the nature of XML queries. These
equivalences serve not only as the basis of our work, but
as a general framework for transformation-based XML
query optimization in a broad sense.

– We bring into light a large set of heuristic transforma-
tion rules for accomplishing deterministic optimization
on XML queries.

– A variety of optimization heuristics are presented together
with the various deterministic transformation rules. A high-
lighted point of our approach is the application of the
structure knowledge of XML data for obtaining signifi-
cant simplifications of a query, enabling new opportuni-
ties of applying a structure index, or shortening an imper-
ative path involved in a query.

– We develop highly efficient transformation strategies and
procedures for XML query optimization.

– We demonstrate the validity of our approach via analyti-
cal expounding and experimental evaluation.

– Last and most important, this article reports the first, com-
plete, and systematic work on an algebraic approach for
XML query optimization, to the best our knowledge.

1.3 Organization of the Article

The remainder of this article is organized as follows: Sec-
tion 2 sets forth the preliminaries, including an overview of

<!DOCTYPE Proceedings [

<!ELEMENT Proceedings (Preface, (Article |

ShortPaper)*, AuthorIndex)>

<!ATTLIST Proceedings Target IDREF #IMPLIED>

<!ELEMENT Article (Title, Authors, Abstract,

Keywords, Sections...)>

<-- Ellipsis indicates omitted parts -->

<!ATTLIST Article IDName ID #REQUIRED>

<!ELEMENT ShortPaper (Title, Authors, Sections...)>

<!ATTLIST ShortPaper IDName ID #REQUIRED>

<!ELEMENT Authors (Author*)>

<!ELEMENT Author (Name)>

<!ELEMENT Name ((Surname, GivenName?), Addition?)>

<!ELEMENT (Surname | GivenName | Addition) (#PCDATA)>

<!ELEMENT Sections (Section+)>

<!ELEMENT Section (Paragraphs)>

<!ATTLIST Section Title #PCDATA #IMPLIED>

<!ELEMENT Paragraphs (Paragraph+)>

<!ATTLIST Paragraph Title #PCDATA #IMPLIED>

...

]>

Fig. 2 Fragment of the Proceedings DTD

XML and related notions and a brief introduction to the PAT
algebra. Section 3 discusses the general equivalences, which
come from three different sources — set theory, obvious DTD
constraints, and specific structural properties of XML data.
Section 4 describes our methodology for XML query opti-
mization, including the general control strategy, transforma-
tion organization, and related optimization heuristics. Section
5 addresses the implementation issues — mainly, the algo-
rithms adopted in our approach. Section 6 presents the results
of experimental evaluation of our approach. Section 7 pro-
vides an overview of related work. The article is concluded
in Section 8.

2 Preliminaries

In this section, we first shed light on a few basic notions re-
lated to XML; we then introduce the PAT algebra [37,3] that
is adopted and extended in our approach. Meanwhile, a sam-
ple XML DTD and example queries are introduced.

2.1 Basics of XML and Related Notions

XML identifies data elements by means of “tags”. For a given
class of documents, the legal markup tags are normally de-
fined in a DTD/XSD. For ease of presentation, in this article
we base our discussion solely on the DTD notion, but the
techniques presented are independent of the notion and shall
straightforwardly extend to the situation that uses an XSD in-
stead.

Fig. 2 is a fragment of a sample DTD that will be used
throughout this article. The logical structure of the documents
that follow this DTD is illustrated in Fig. 3.
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Proceedings

Preface ShortPaperArticle 

Paragraphs

Paragraph

Section

Sections

AuthorsIndex

Authors

Author

Name

GivenNameSurname

Abstract KeywordsTitle

Keyword

:  structure index into :  containsLegends: :  attribute or content index

Fig. 3 Logical structure of the Proceedings DTD extended with
index information

A DTD identifies three things: entities, attributes, and con-
tent model of elements. Elements (types) are the components
of XML data and define the allowable tags. Attributes are
associated with elements and allow the specification of meta-
data for elements. Each element type is specified with a con-
tent model that describes the composition structure of the el-
ements of the type and forms the basis of the DTD. Our al-
gorithms (Section 5) concern thecontent modelof element
types. So in the following we allocate space for the discus-
sion of this concept.

Definition 1 (Content model) Given a set of element type
names ETN, the content model defines the structure of ele-
ments of each element type by a term of the following struc-
ture:

c —> <etn>
∣

∣ c1,c2
∣

∣ c1|c2
∣

∣ c1&c2
∣

∣ c1?
∣

∣ c∗1
∣

∣ c+
1

∣

∣ (c1)

where<etn> indicates that the content is an element of the
element type, named etn; c1∗ stands for zero or more occur-
rences of c1; c1? means an optional occurrence of c1; c1|c2

represents an occurrence of c1 or c2; (c1,c2) indicates an oc-
currence of c1 followed by an occurrence of c2; c+

1 is short
for (c1,c∗1), and c1&c2 is short for((c1,c2)|(c2,c1)).

The comma in a content model is called the sequence
connector (SEQ) or SEQ-node if the term is viewed as a
tree; “|” is called the OR-connector (OR) or OR-node; “?”
is the optional occurrence indicator; “*” is the optional-and-
repeatable occurrence indicator. For ease of discussion, we
will use etn as a shorter alias of the phrase “element type
name”, and treat elementtypesandetn’s as synonyms in our
discussion.

Definition 2 (DTD graph) The DTD graph of a DTD is a
directed graph G = (V, E). The vertex set V contains all the
etn’s of the DTD, and an edge(ETi ,ETj) in the edge set E
indicates that ETj occurs in the content model of ETi . RT∈
V is the root etn of the DTD.

By means of aDTD graph, we can visualize certain im-
portant relationships induced by the DTD, such as thecontains
/contained-inrelationship among element types, which is more
formally defined below.

Definition 3 (Directly-contains/directly-contained-in) El-
ement type ETi directly-contains element type ETj if there ex-
ists an edge(ETi ,ETj) in the DTD graph G. Conversely, ETj

is directly-contained-in ETi .

We refer toETi as anexternal type, andETj an internal
typein the context of a containment relationship.

The more generalcontains/contained-inrelationship be-
tween element types is the transitive closure of the directly-
contains/directly-contained-in relationship on elementtypes.

Definition 4 (Path in DTD graph) A path in a DTD graph
G, is a sequence of element types(ETi , ...,ETj ) s.t. ETk di-
rectly contains ETk+1, i ≤ k < j.

The reverse of a path is also referred to as a path when the
difference does not need to be stressed.

It is worth to notice that ourcontainmentandpathdefini-
tions are given at thetypelevel, but they exist at theinstance
level, i.e., individual XML elements.

2.2 PAT Algebra

W3C is now finalizing the XQuery proposal [2] as a standard
language for querying various XML data sources (including
XML document files and databases). XQuery borrowed its
core notion, path expression, from XPath. Both XQuery and
XPath are essentiallyexpressionlanguages — everything is
an expression that evaluates to a value. Except for some ob-
scure forms (mostly unusual “axis specifiers”), all XPath ex-
pressions are also XQuery expressions. The two languages
are based on a data model that consists of a tree structure of
various nodes. An XPath expression specifies a pattern that
selects a set of XML nodes. Our effort for XML query op-
timization has been dedicated to a core subclass of XML
queries, XPath expressions. We have therefore adopted and
extended the PAT algebra [37,3] for representing XPath que-
ries as PAT expressions so that algebraic transformation/opti-
mization can be performed. However, only a restricted ver-
sion of the extended PAT is to be reviewed below due to lack
of space.

E ::= etn| E1∪E2 | E1∩E2 | E1−E2 | σr(E) | σA,r(E)
| E1⊂ E2 | E1⊃ E2 | (E) | I(E)

“E” (as well “E1” and “E2”) stands for a PAT expression,
etn introduces an element type name, “r” is a regular expres-
sion representing a matching condition on the textual contents
of elements, and “A” designates an attribute and dictates that
the matching is to be carried out on attribute values insteadof
the element contents.

The PAT algebra isset oriented, in the sense that each
PAT algebra operator and each PAT expression evaluate to a
setof XML elements.∪, ∩ and− stand for the three standard
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set operators, namely, union, intersection and difference. A
PAT algebra expression involving a set operator is valid if
the two arguments of the operator aretype-compatible, i.e.
both return elements of the same type. We do not assume that
PAT algebra queries can only be posed with respect to typed
documents. Nevertheless, any PAT expression is required to
be type-consistent, and as a consequence, type constraintson
the composition of PAT expressions are always imposed with
respect to the type compatibility of set operations.

σr(E) takes a set of elements and returns those whose
contents match the regular expressionr, while σA,r(E) takes
a set of elements and returns those whose value of attribute
A matches the regular expressionr. Operator⊂ returns all
elements of the first argument that are contained in an ele-
ment of the second argument, while⊃ returns all elements of
the first argument that contain an element of the second argu-
ment. The last PAT operator listed,I , signifies the application
of an available index (of various types, see Section 4.1).

Among those omitted from the above list are the two other
containment operations,⊇ and⊆, representing “directly-con-
tains” and “directly-contained-in”.They stand for special cases
of the general containment operations. Due to space consid-
eration, we do not discuss their individual roles in the frame-
work of our optimization approach presented in this article.

More precisely, the semantics of the PAT algebra can be
given by using two (partial) functions,τ : P → ETN and
ext : P → E , whereP is the set of PAT expressions,ETN
is the set ofetn’s in an XML database, andE is the set of all
elements in the database.

Definition 5 (Type of PAT expressions)The type of a PAT
expression E is recursively defined as follows:
τ(etn) = etn.
τ(E1∪E2) = τ(E1), if τ(E1) = τ(E2) and τ(E1) defined,
otherwise undefined; analogously for∩ and−.
τ(σr(E)) = τ(E), if τ(E) defined, otherwise undefined; anal-
ogously forσA,r(E).
τ(E1⊂ E2) = τ(E1⊃ E2) = τ(E1), if τ(E1) andτ(E2) de-
fined, otherwise undefined.

The semantics of PAT query expression is given by the
following definition.

Definition 6 (Extent of PAT expressions)For a given da-
tabase, the function ext is recursively defined below:
ext(etn) = {e∈ E |the element type o f e is etn}.
ext(E1∪E2) = ext(E1)∪ext(E2).
Analogously for∩ and−.
ext(σr(E)) = {e∈ ext(E)|r matches a substring in the cont-

ent o f e}.
ext(σA,r(E)) = {e∈ ext(E)|e has attribute A and r matches

a substring in the content o f the attribute}.
ext(E1⊂ E2) = {e1∈ ext(E1) | ∃e2∈ ext(E2) s.t. e1 is

contained in e2 }.
ext(E1⊃ E2) = {e1∈ ext(E1) | ∃e2∈ ext(E2) s.t. e1

contains e2 }.

The following corollary is straightforward:

Corollary 21 Each expression with a defined type, say E,
evaluates to a set of elements of a single type, namelyτ(E).

The ⊃ and ⊂ operators allow references within XML
queries to the structure of XML data and will be in the spot-
light in our work for XML query optimization.

We now introduce five queries as running examples in this
article. These queries will be represented first as XPath ex-
pressions and then as PAT expressions.

Query 1. Find all articles about “Data Warehousing”.

XPath: //Article[./Title ftcontains “Data Warehousing” or
./Keywords ftcontains “Data Warehousing”]

PAT: ((Article⊃ (σ‘Data Warehousing′(Keywords)))
∪ (Article⊃ (σ‘Data Warehousing′(Title))))

Query 2. Find the abstracts of all articles which have the
words “Data Warehouse” in their title.

XPath: //Article[./Title ftcontains “Data Warehouse”]/
Abstract

PAT: (Abstract⊂ (Article⊃ σ‘Data Warehousing′(Title)))

Query 3. Find the paragraphs of the “Introduction” section
of each article that have the words “Data Warehousing” in its
title.

XPath: //Articles[./Title ftcontains “Data Warehousing”]/
Sections/Section[@title=“Introduction”]/Paragraph

PAT: (Paragraph⊂ (σTitle,‘ Introduction′ (Section)⊂ (Article⊃
σ‘Data Warehousing′(Title))))

Query 4. Find all articles in which the surname of an author
contains the value “Aberer”.

XPath: //Article[.//Surname ftcontains “Aberer”]

PAT: (Article⊃ σ‘Aberer′(Surname))

Query 5. Find all “Summary” paragraphs of all sections (if
any).

XPath: //Section/Paragraph [@title = “Summary”]

PAT: (σTitle,‘Summary′ (Paragraph)⊂ Section)

Query 6. Find all paragraph containing both “OLAP” and
“Multidimension” from eitherArticle or ShortPaper.

XPath: //(article|ShortPaper) // Paragraph[.ftcontains“Mul-
tidimension” or .ftcontain “OLAP”]

PAT: (σr=‘OLAP′(Paragraph)⊂ Article)
∪ (σr=‘OLAP′(Paragraph)⊂ ShortPaper))

∩ ((σr=‘Multidimension′ (Paragraph)⊂ Aticle)
∪ (σr=‘Multidimension′ (Paragraph)⊂ ShortPaper)

3 XML Query Equivalences

Equivalences form the basis of transformation-based query
optimization. We identify three sources from which equiva-
lences are defined.

– The set-theoretic properties of PAT. Equivalences of this
type are comparable to those typically used for algebraic
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query optimization in relational databases. A simple ex-
ample is:A∪A⇐⇒ A.

– The explicit constraints imposed by a DTD/XSD. In rela-
tional query optimization, this type of equivalences does
not occur since the consistency of input queries with the
database schema is normally guaranteed by the prepro-
cessing (or parsing) of the input queries. Recognizing the
possible need of querying schema-less XML data, we do
not assume the general existence of theconsistencynotion
regarding a query with a given DTD/XSD. Instead, we
consider the DTD/XSD as an additional source to exploit
for query optimization. A simple example of this type of
equivalences is,A⇐⇒ /0, provided that the element type
A is not defined in the DTD.

– A “deeper” exploration of the structural properties of XML
data. This is a new dimension that exists only in the con-
text of structured documents. As opposed to the equiva-
lences that simply check the consistency of a query with a
given DTD, this class of equivalences explores the struc-
ture knowledge of XML data to a deeper level for recon-
structing new consistent expressions. The resultant ex-
pressions are supposed to be superior in terms of eval-
uation efficiency, e.g., a structure index is enabled or an
involved path gets much shortened in a query. A simple
example of this type of equivalences is,A⊃ B⇐⇒ A, if
we can infer from the DTD that everyA element contains
a B element.

With the above sources of equivalences, we apply certain
selection criteria to restrict the number of equivalences we
may obtain. Otherwise, due to the relatively large number of
operators in the PAT algebra and their interactions, we would
obtain an unmanageably large set of potential transformation
rules to consider in our system. The criteria we observe are
as follows:

– The equivalences must have the potential to render a prof-
itable transformation on their input expressions. This im-
provement might be obvious or at least probable from a
heuristic viewpoint.

– The equivalences must not imply transformations that fur-
ther complicate or expand query expressions. Although
it is possible that making a query expression more com-
plex might lead to more efficient evaluation plans, for the
sake of simplicity and practicality we rule out such kind
of equivalences.

– The equivalences must not require complex conditions to
be checked to determine their applicability to an input
query since this may cause the optimizer inefficient and
hard to implement.

– The equivalences must not merely aim at generating alter-
native expressions. Instead, they must support determin-
istic, unidirectional transformations to achieve stepwise
improvement on query expressions.

All equivalences take the form “E1
c1
⇐⇒
c2 E2”, meaningE2

is equivalent toE1 under conditionc1, E1 is equivalent to

E2 under conditionc2; when bothc1 andc2 are omitted, the
equivalence holds unconditionally.

For the purpose of compact presentation, we introduce the
following shorthand notations: “∪∩ ” stands for∪ and∩; “σ ”
stands forσr andσA,r ; “ ⊃

⊂ ” represents⊂ and⊃.
When there are more than one occurrence of any of the

above meta-symbols in an equivalence or a transformation
rule (Section 4.3), all these occurrences have to be interpreted
consistently. For example, if there are two occurrences of∪

∩ in
one equivalence, if the first occurrence is interpreted as∪, the
second one has to be interpreted as∪ as well.

3.1 Set-Oriented Equivalences

This set of equivalences is based on the set-theoretic prop-
erties of the various PAT operators. Most of them are self-
evident and do not need a proof. The following table lists all
the equivalences of this type.

Subset laws(S stand for any subset ofτ(E))

E 1. S −E ⇐⇒ φ
E 2. E∪S ⇐⇒ E or S ∪E ⇐⇒ E

E 3. E∩S ⇐⇒ S or S ∩E ⇐⇒ S

E 4. σ (φ) ⇐⇒ φ

‘−’ specific laws

E 5. (E1−E2)−E2⇐⇒ E1−E2
E 6. (E1−E2)∪E2⇐⇒ E1∪E2

Commutativity

E 7. E1∪E2⇐⇒ E2∪E1

E 8. E1∩E2⇐⇒ E2∩E1

E 9. (E1 ⊃
⊂ E2) ⊃

⊂ E3⇐⇒ (E1 ⊃
⊂ E3) ⊃

⊂ E2

E 10.σ1(σ2(E)) ⇐⇒ σ2(σ1(E))

E 11.(E1 ⊃
⊂ E2)∩E3⇐⇒ (E1∩E3) ⊃

⊂ E2

Distributivity

E 12.E1∩ (E2∪E3)⇐⇒ (E1∩E2)∪ (E1∩E3)

E 13.(E1∪E2)−E3⇐⇒ (E1−E3)∪ (E2−E3)

E 14.E1∪ (E2∩E3)⇐⇒ (E1∪E2)∩ (E1∪E3)

E 15.E1− (E2∪E3)⇐⇒ (E1−E2)−E3

E 16. σ (E1 ∪
∩ E2) ⇐⇒ σ (E1) ∪

∩ σ (E2)

E 17. σ (E1 ⊃
⊂ E2) ⇐⇒ σ (E1) ⊃

⊂ E2

E 18. σ (E1−E2)⇐⇒ σ (E1)−E2

E 19.(E1−E2)∩E3⇐⇒ (E1∩E3)−E2

E 20.(E1 ∪
∩ E2) ⊃

⊂ E3⇐⇒ (E1 ⊃
⊂ E3) ∪

∩ (E2 ⊃
⊂ E3)

E 21.E1 ⊃
⊂ (E2 ∪

∩ E3) ⇐⇒ (E1 ⊃
⊂ E2) ∪

∩ (E1 ⊃
⊂ E3)

E 22.(E1−E2) ⊃
⊂ E3⇐⇒ (E1 ⊃

⊂ E3)−E2

E 23.E1 ⊃
⊂ (E2−E3)⇐⇒ (E1 ⊃

⊂ E2)− (E1 ⊃
⊂ E3)

Associativity

E 24.E1∪ (E2∪E3)⇐⇒ (E1∪E2)∪E3
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E 25.E1∩ (E2∩E3)⇐⇒ (E1∩E2)∩E3

The subset laws in the above table summarize the sim-
plification of set expressions involving asubset. Notice that
from the subset laws [23], more specific laws, like the idem-
potency laws, can be derived by replacingS with E or φ .
EquivalenceE 10 also applies to the mixed case ofσr and
σA,r .

The proof of most above rules is trivial except for⊃
⊂ com-

mutativity rules, which could easily get confused with the
properties of∪∩ operators. Though syntactically similar, the
⊃ and⊂ operators are asymmetric in nature, where the first
operand relates to the result type while the second relates to
the condition for selecting elements from the first operands’
extent.

In the following, as an example, we give the proof of the
⊃
⊂ commutativity,E 9, regarding the⊂ operator only.

Proof (⊂ commutativity rule)

(E1⊂ E2) ⊂ E3
= {e1∈ ext(E1⊂ E2) | ∃e3∈ ext(E3) s.t.e1 is contained

in e3 }
= {e1∈ ext(E1) | ∃e2∈ ext(E2) s.t.e1 is contained ine2

and ∃e3∈ ext(E3) s.t.e1 is contained ine3 }
= {e1∈ ext(E1⊂ E3) | ∃e2∈ ext(E2) s.t.e1 is contained

in e2 }
=(E1⊂ E3) ⊂ E2

3.2 Equivalences Based on Explicit DTD Constraints

The equivalences given in this subsection are based on check-
ing whether a PAT operator is consistent with the given DTD.
An operator can be simply anetnor any of the operators,σA,r ,
σr(E), ⊂ or⊃. This results in the following equivalences:

E 26.etn⇐⇒ φ if etn is not defined

E 27.σA,r(E) ⇐⇒ φ if ‘A’ is not an attribute ofτ(E)

E 28. σr(E) ⇐⇒ φ if τ(E) doesn’t directly contain prede-
fined value “PCDATA”

E 29.E1⊂ E2⇐⇒ φ if τ(E1) is not contained inτ(E2)

E 30.E1⊃ E2⇐⇒ φ if τ(E1) does not containτ(E2)

Note that further equivalences reducing expressions to an
empty set exist, but they need to take more than just one oper-
ator into account for deducing an empty result, thus are pre-
cluded from our consideration according to the criteria men-
tioned earlier. For example,(E1⊂ E2)⊂ E3⇐⇒ φ if τ(E2)
andτ(E3) have no containment relationship; this rule is pre-
cluded because it needs to investigate two⊂ operators.

However, this example represents a rather specific situa-
tion: the counterpart of it with regard to the operator⊃ does
not hold because in the context of XML it is common for
an external element to contain multiple internal ones, but an
internal element cannot to be shared between two (or more)
external elements if the external elements do not hold a con-
tainment relationship between themselves.

In principle, it is also possible to exploit DTD knowledge
in even more complicated ways in order to maximally expand
the search space for the optimization of a given query expres-
sion. Again, as this conflicts with our design goal, we do not
move further along this direction.

3.3 Equivalences Based on Particular XML Structural
Properties

Although in the previous subsection we have ruled out the
equivalences that incorporate complicated conditions, there
exist specific situations where the structure of XML data may
be exploited very profitably towards query optimization and
thus are worthy of special consideration. We identify several
such special situations and present the equivalences in this
subsection.

First, we introduce three important notions,exclusivity,
obligation, andentrance locationregarding the structures of
XML data (these notions were initially introduced in [4]).

In a given DTD, some element types may be shared among
others. For example, element typeAuthors in Fig. 3 is con-
tained in element typeArticle and inShortPaper. How-
ever, some other types may not be shared, i.e.,exclusively
contained ina single type — this information bears great po-
tential for significant query optimization.

Definition 7 (Exclusivity) Element type ETj is exclusively
contained in element type ETi if each path(ej , . . . ,ek) with ej

being an element of type ETj and ek being the document root
contains an element of type ETi . Conversely, element type ETi

exclusively contains ETj if the condition holds.

Definition 8 (Free PAT expression)Let E be a PAT expres-
sion. E is said to be free, denoted as f ree(E), if evaluation of
the expression E returns the full extent ofτ(E).

One typical case that thef ree(E) condition holds is when
E is simply anetn. In principle, we should have other forms
of freeexpressions. As per its definition, other-than-etn free
expressions, say,E, indicates that the selection condition im-
posed by the expressionE is redundant. According to our op-
timization approach, after the normalization phase (Section
4) all other-than-etn free expressions will be simplified as
plainetn’s. So, for now we only need to concern free expres-
sions that are plainetn’s. The concept offreeexpression plays
an important role in many of our equivalences (and transfor-
mation rules) like in the following:

E 31.E1⊂ E2⇐⇒ E1 if τ(E1) is exclusively contained in
τ(E2) and f ree(E2)

This rule’s condition states thatτ(E1) is exclusively con-
tained inτ(E2) and the subexpressionE2 returns the full ex-
tent of τ(E2). In other words, the⊂ operation inE1 ⊂ E2
does not impose any selection condition onext(E1), there-
fore the equivalence holds.

It is obvious from the operators’ definitions that the ex-
pression “E1 ⊂ E2” and “E2 ⊃ E1” are not the same, thus the
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exclusivitynotion cannot be used to transform queries involv-
ing subexpressions of the second form. We need to introduce
the counterpart of the exclusivity notion,obligation, for this
purpose.

While exclusivityreflects “a perspective from the internal
element type” , i.e., whether an internal element type is exclu-
sively contained in an external one, theobligationnotion that
is to be introduced highlights the perspective from an external
element type with regard to the⊃ operation.

Definition 9 (Obligation) For a given DTD, element type ETi

obligatorily contains element type ETj if each element of type
ETi has to contain an element of type ETj in any document
complying with the DTD. Conversely, we say that ETj is obli-
gatorily contained in ETi .

The concept of obligation gives rise to the following equiv-
alence.

E 32.E1⊃ E2⇐⇒ E1 if τ(E1) obligatorily containsτ(E2)
and f ree(E2)

Analogously, we cannot use obligation to transform “E2⊂
E1” to “E2”.

If two element types are not related byexclusivityand
obligation, it may be worthwhile to check whether there ex-
ists yet a third element type, calledentrance location, which
may bring in significant optimization opportunities.

Definition 10 (Entrance location)For a given DTD, element
type E is an entrance location (denoted as EL for short) for
τ(E1) andτ(E2) if in any document complying with the DTD,
all paths from an element e1 of τ(E1) to an element e2 of
τ(E2) pass through an element e of type E.

As a special case,τ(E1) andτ(E2) are entrance locations
for themselves. An entrance location is anetn, and thefree
condition naturally holds on it (refer to Definition 8).

The notion ofentrance locationgives rise to the following
equivalences.

E 33.E1 ⊃
⊂ E2⇐⇒E1 ⊃

⊂ (E3 ⊃
⊂ E2) if E3 is an EL forτ(E1)

andτ(E2)

E 34.E1 ⊃
⊂ E2⇐⇒ (E1 ⊃

⊂ E3) ⊃
⊂ E2 if E3 is an EL forτ(E1)

andτ(E2)

E 35. (E1 ⊃
⊂ E2) ⊃

⊂ E3 ⇐⇒ E1 ⊃
⊂ (E2 ⊃

⊂ E3) if τ(E2) is an
EL for τ(E1) andτ(E3)

E 36. (E1 ⊃
⊂ E2) ⊃

⊂ E3 ⇐⇒ E1 ⊃
⊂ (E3 ⊃

⊂ E2) if τ(E3) is an
EL for τ(E1) andτ(E2)

E 37.(E1⊂ E2) ⊃ E3⇐⇒ E1⊂ (E2⊃ E3) if τ(E1) is an

EL for τ(E2) andτ(E3)

E 38.(E1⊃ E3) ⊂ E2⇐⇒ E1⊃ (E3⊂ E2) if τ(E1) is an
EL for τ(E2) andτ(E3)

It is important to point out: (1) the condition “E is an en-
trance location f or· · ·” (as used inE 33) is not the same as
“τ(E) is an entrance location f or· · ·” (as used inE 35) (with
the former,E has to be anetnand f ree(E) naturally holds,
while with latter,E can be any legal PAT expression); (2)

considering the⊃⊂ associativity (E 35), we could have had an
alternative form ofE 36 which (on its right hand side) asso-
ciatesE1 andE3 first. E 37 andE 38 represent two general-
ized associativity laws of the⊃⊂ operations.

Usually, introducing an extra element type to a PAT ex-
pression is detrimental to the evaluation efficiency of the query.
Hence, leftward application ofE 33 andE 34 is obviously fa-
vorable, and rightward application may be potentially useful
only under a very specific condition. We will address this is-
sue with more details in Section 4.

In the following, we discuss the equivalences that make
combined application ofentrance locationandexclusivityor
obligation.

Entrance location and exclusivity

E 39. E1⊂ E2⇐⇒ E1⊂ E3 if E3 is an EL forτ(E1) and
τ(E2), τ(E3) is exclusively contained inτ(E2), andf ree(E2)

The equality of the two sides inE 39 promptly comes
from an omitted intermediate term,E1⊂ (E3⊂ E2).

Entrance location and obligation

E 40. E1⊃ E2⇐⇒ E1⊃ E3 if E3 is an EL forτ(E1) and
τ(E2), τ(E3) obligatorily containsτ(E2), and f ree(E2)

E 41.E1⊂ E2
c1

⇐=⇒
c2 E1⊃ (E3⊂ E2) if c1: τ(E1) obligato-

rily containsτ(E3); c2:τ(E1) is an EL forτ(E2) andτ(E3)
and f ree(E3) holds

E 42.E1⊃ E2
c1

⇐=⇒
c2 E1⊂ (E3⊃ E2) if c1:τ(E1) is obliga-

torily contained inτ(E3) ; c2: τ(E1) is an EL forτ(E3) and
τ(E2) and f ree(E3) holds

As with E 39, in E 40, a similar intermediate expression,
which is omitted, makes the proof ofE 40 straightforward.
Combined use of “entrance location” and “obligation” further
brings inE 41 andE 42. We provide a proof forE 41 (E 42 can
be analogously proven).

Proof (E 41):
⇒: ∀e1 ∈ (E1 ⊂ E2), ∃e2 ∈ E2 s.t. e1 ⊂ e2; because

τ(E1) obligatorily containsτ(E3), ∃e3 ∈ E3 s.t. e1 ⊃ e3,
which is the same as to saye3⊂ e1; therefore,e3⊂ e2; put to-
gether, we havee1⊃ (e3⊂ e2), i.e.,e1∈ (E1⊃ (E2⊂ E2)).

⇐: ∀e1∈ (E1⊃ (E3⊂ E2)), ∃e3∈ (E3⊂ E2) s.t.e1⊃
e3 and∃e2 ∈ E2 s.t.e3 ⊂ e2; in other words, we have both
e3⊂ e1 ande3⊂ e2; because with well-formed XML data, an
element is not allowed to be contained in two other elements
who do not have a containment between themselves, we shall
have eithere1⊂ e2 or e1⊃ e2; as we are givenτ(E1) is an
EL for τ(E2) andτ(E3), so we havee1⊂ e2, i.e.,e1∈ (E1⊂
E2).

More complex equivalences of this type may be identi-
fied, but they conflict with our design goal and hence are not
under further discussion (examples can be found in [4]).
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4 Deterministic XML Query Optimization

This section systematically addresses our approach to XML
query optimization, including our methodology, control strat-
egy, transformation rules, and the organization of our rule
system.

We envisage that the optimizer developed according to
our approach is to be used in a highly dynamic environment,
like ad-hoc querying or on the WWW. Therefore, the high
efficiency of query optimization is the predominant goal of
our research. Due to the high complexity of the XML data
model and the large search space for an optimal query plan,
we set up a very practical goal for our approach: quickly ob-
tain obvious improvements on input queries in terms of eval-
uation efficiency instead of identifying an optimal plan which
can be extremely time-consuming. Under this circumstance,
we gave up the classical cost-based and heuristic-based ap-
proaches, but resorted to a rather radical way to prune the
potentially huge search space for the optimization of XML
queries. The strategy we came up with is to perform exclu-
sively deterministic transformations on query expressions. By
its nature, this type of transformation is heuristic-based, and
is required to lead to obvious, step-by-step improvements on
input queries until a final expression, regarded as the “opti-
mal” one, is reached. This idea is well facilitated by the rich
semantics of XML data and XML queries.

Enabling an application of a potential structure index into
a query is at the core of our approach. Indices have long been
used as an effective way of improving the query evaluation
efficiency in a database system. However, the temptation to
create too many indices in a database should be confined
because every index comes with a maintenance cost when
the database evolves. A practical solution is to build a small
number of indices but exploit them fully during query opti-
mization. With XML structured documents, indices, although
available, may not be applicable to a query because of the un-
favorable structure pattern that the query is in. Therefore, to
a large extent, our optimization effort is to reveal potential
indices and to facilitate their application to queries through
heuristic-based transformations.

In the following, we first discuss the indexing issue in the
context of structured-documents databases.

4.1 Structure Indices

We consider three types of index structures: element content
indices, attribute content indices, and structure indicesthat
short-circuit different types of elements related throughcer-
tain structural relationship, e.g., containment.

Element content indexing has been extensively exploited
in IR (information retrieval) systems. Attribute content index-
ing is analogous to the classical indices as pursued in con-
ventional DBMSs. Both element content index and attribute
content index may be generally referred to asselectionin-
dices.Structure indexingis specific to highly structured data
like XML data, of which the data model is based on a com-
plex structure, usually a graph or a tree structure. In the XML

data model, there are two general types of structural relation-
ships — containment and referencing. In this article, we limit
ourselves only to the containment relationship.

When the containment relationship between the elements
of two different element types is expected to be frequently
taken as a querying criterion (or has the potential of being
used to speedup a group of “nearby” queries), a structure in-
dex is typically and favorably built between the two element
types. Making the decision of building a structure index be-
tween two element types is analogous to that of building a
superhighway between two geographical places: (1) the two
places should be two important places, e.g., two important
cities; (2) the two places should both cover a large popula-
tion; (3) as many nearby areas as possible should benefit from
the superhighway. This metaphor implies that (1) the two el-
ement types chosen for indexing should be among the ones
that are most frequently referred by potential user queries;
(2) they should have relatively large extents; (3) the struc-
ture index built should also have the potential of speeding up
the evaluation of other query conditions that are structurally
“close” to the element types covered by the index.

A structure index may be intuitively thought as a “short-
cut” between the elements of two element types, and can be
defined either from an external type to an internal one or vice
versa, corresponding to the “contains” or “contained-in” re-
lationship, and being called asdownward indexor upward
index, respectively. As an example, the index fromArticle
to Paragraph in Fig. 3 can help quickly build up the connec-
tions between the articles and their paragraph components.

In the following, we formally define the structure indices
as mappings.

Definition 11 (Downward structure index) Let T1 and T2
be two element types in a given DTD and T1 is external to
T2, a structure index from type T1 to type T2 is called a down-
ward structure index and is defined by the following partial
mapping: I↓T2(T1) : ext(T1) → P(ext(T2)).

The definition utilizes apartial mapping because some
T1 elements may not contain T2 element(s). The index,
I↓Paragraph(Article), as an example, is a downward index from
typeArticle to typeParagraph.

Definition 12 (Upward structure index) Let T1 and T2 be
two element types in a given DTD and T1 is internal to T2, a
structure index from type T1 to type T2 is called an upward
structure index and is defined by the following partial map-
ping: I↑T2(T1) : ext(T1) → ext(T2).

In this definition, a partial mapping is used again because
of a similar reason as in the previous definition. As an exam-
ple, I↑Article(Name) represents an upward index fromName to
Article.

Notice that, according to the syntax rule of XML, an ex-
ternal element may contain multiple instances of the same in-
ternal element type, but an internal element may not be shared
by multiple instances of the same external element type. This
fact leads to the asymmetry of the above index definitions,
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i.e., thepower setnotion is used in thedownward indexesbut
not inupward indexes. Nevertheless, for ease of presentation,
we will useIT2(T1) as a general notation for a structure in-
dex definedfrom type T1 and type T2 no matter whether it
is upwardor downward, and useIT1−T2 to denote a structure
indexbetweenT1 and T2. Accordingly, we introduce the fol-
lowing new equivalence to interpolate a structure index oper-
ation into a containment query.

E 43. E1 ⊃
⊂ E2⇐⇒ Iτ(E1)(E2)∩E1 if a structure index be-

tweenτ(E1) andτ(E2) is available

When f ree(E1) holds,Iτ(E1)(E2) is subset ofext(τ(E1)),
the intersection is thus redundant and can be taken away.

A more general form of the expressionE1 might be
(σ1 . . .σm(τ(E1))), denoted asσ(τ(E1)) for short, where the
innermost subexpression,τ(E1), corresponds to a plainetn,
while σ1 . . .σm is a sequence of selection operations defined
by the PAT algebra. Under this assumption, we have the fol-
lowing equivalence that pulls up theσ and eliminates the∩:

E 44. Iτ(E1)(E2)∩σ(τ(E1)) ⇐⇒ σ(Iτ(E1)(E2))

The proof of this equivalence is straightforward: after the
σ being pulled up,Iτ(E1)(E2) is a subset ofext(τ(E1)) and
thus the∩ can be removed.

The equivalenceE 44 reveals two alternatives for opti-
mization: the left hand side allows the use of an attribute or
content index for the selection operation,σ , if the index is
available, but unfavorably induces an extra∩ operation; while
the right hand side deprives the priority of using an available
index on theσ , but saves the cost of evaluating the extra∩.
Which way is better shall be determined by performing es-
timated cost comparison, which is beyond the scope of this
article.

Finally, before we end this subsection, let us point out the
relationship between the notion of our structure indices and
the structural join algorithm [40]. Structural join is a better
alternative to the traditional path-chasing method of evaluat-
ing a containment operation. Our structure indices are actu-
ally pre-computedstructural joins. Even with highly skewed
data, e.g., withIT2(T1), if the majority of T1 elements do not
relate to T2 elements via a containment relationship, the use
of the structure index is still beneficial because of the “pre-
computed” nature of it, although under this circumstance, the
superiority of using a structure index gets minimized. Alter-
natively, we may choose not to build structure indices when
certain data is highly skewed according to available statistics.

4.2 Strategy Overview

As indicated, the intrinsic complexity of the XML data model
calls upon a large number of operations of an underlying al-
gebra in order to facilitate effective XML query optimiza-
tion; the operations and their interactions render a much en-
larged search space for optimal plans during query optimiza-
tion, compared with the case in relational databases. To help
solve this problem, our approach pursues the heuristic-based

optimization approach to its extreme:exclusivelyapplydeter-
ministic transformations on queries to achieve fast optimiza-
tion.

Traditionally, equivalences are used to generate more al-
ternative plans from which an “optimal” one is to be chosen.
In our work, equivalences (Section 3) are not to be used in
this traditional way, but to derive deterministic transformation
rules with the incorporation of relevant optimization heuris-
tics. The deterministic transformation rules are then applied
to each query for optimization.

The focus of our approach is not on the optimality of
an output query (plan) but on the efficient achievability of a
definite, nontrivial improvement on the query. Therefore, the
primary goal of our approach is to discover opportunities to
the largest extent where dramatic improvements in terms of
evaluation efficiency can be obtained by deterministic trans-
formations. This idea resorts to proper exploitation of the
structure-based semantics of XML data and XML queries.
In general, semantic transformation for query optimization
is best conducted starting from a carefully chosen “standard”
format. After semantic transformation (which can be dramatic),
a cleaning-up phase is typically needed because semantic trans-
formation, while making dramatic changes on input queries,
may introduce new (syntactical) redundancies in the query.
As a result, our approach organizes logical query optimiza-
tion into three consecutive phases: normalization, semantic
optimization, and simplification (or cleaning-up) as illustrated
in Fig. 4. The first phase mainly reorders the operators in an
input query. The second phase carries out the critical task —
semantic transformations for optimization — with resort to
extensive exploitation of the structure knowledge of XML
data. The third phase makes a thorough cleaning-up, and the
final output is the optimized query. We discuss the details of
each phase below.

∪,∩,−
|

⊃,⊂
|

(∪,∩,−)
|
σ
|

etn

phase1
−→

∪,−
|

⊃,⊂
|
σ
|

etn

phase2
−→

∪,−
|

⊃,⊂
|
∩
|

I ,σ
|

etn

phase3
−→

∪,−
|

⊃,⊂
|

I ,σ
|

etn

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Fig. 4 Illustration of transformation strategy for query optimization

Phase 1: Query normalization.Phase 1 normalizes all in-
coming queries to obtain pattern (2) of Fig. 4. During this
phase, the algebraic properties of the PAT algebra are ex-
ploited to achieve the following goals:

1. Isolate different types of operators at different levels(as
in pattern (2) of Fig. 4).

2. Completely eliminate the∩ operator from the query ex-
pression.

3. More selective operations are pushed down (i.e., performed
earlier).
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The complete elimination of the∩ operator from a PAT
expression is an accompanying benefit of applying algebraic
transformations on PAT expressions (see Proposition 2 in Sec-
tion 4.3.1). This represents an interesting property of ourex-
tended PAT algebra and a significant type of simplification to
XML queries.

Pushing theσ operators to the bottom level can simplify
the identification of potential attribute and content indices. In
addition, as a heuristic, we assume the selection operatorsare
the most beneficial ones to evaluate first. The isolation of the
⊃
⊂ operators at the level above is an important prerequisite
for revealing the opportunities of exploiting a potential struc-
ture index. Collecting the remaining set operators into thetop
level is backed by the heuristic of performing the least selec-
tive operations as late as possible.

We observe that in most user queries formatted as PAT
expressions, the selection operations are specified more early
and the set operators are typically applied to the selectionre-
sults. So we expect most incoming queries are in a format
similar to pattern (1) (Fig. 4). That is, the incoming queries
are already quite close to the ones obtained after normaliza-
tion. The normalization phase also performs obvious simpli-
fications, like transforming “E∪E” to a singleE, to make the
subsequent semantic optimization more efficient.

Phase 2: Semantic transformation.The second phase trans-
forms pattern (2) queries to pattern (3) with the primary goal
of identifying the opportunities of applying potential struc-
ture indices. When an index operator, denoted byI , is interpo-
lated into a query expression, an intersection is typicallyrein-
troduced (which may be eliminated again at the third phase).
Identification of applicable element and attribute contentin-
dices is fairly simple. The potential applicability of certain
structure indices is explored next at this phase. If directly in-
troducing a structure index into a query is not feasible, a re-
duction of certain paths involved in the query may still be
possible and worthwhile, and is pursued lastly at this phase
with resort to particular structure knowledge about the XML
data.

Phase 3: Query simplification.Semantic transformations typ-
ically bring in new subexpressions, including newetn’s and
new PAT operators, in particular the index and intersection
operators. Hence, a further run of the simplification rules of
Phase 1 is desired, and additional simplification rules are needed
to handle the combination of the index operator with the∩
operator (The∩ may be reintroduced by an index interpola-
tion rule, e.g.,R49).

4.3 The Rule System

In this subsection, we discuss the transformation rules ex-
ploited by our approach.

Transformation rules are distinct from the more general
equivalences (see Section 3). Equivalences arebidirectional
in the sense that they can be applied from left-hand-side to

right-hand-side, or vice versa. This process is notoriously time-
expensive because of the uncontrollable behavior of the rules
at runtime. To serve the goal of our approach, we derive trans-
formation rules from the presented equivalences. In contrast
to equivalences, transformation rules areunidirectional, tak-
ing the form “(E1)

c
=⇒ (E2)”, with an optional pre-condition

C, which decides the applicability of the rule to an incoming
expression in combination with the rule’s input pattern. All
transformation rules in our approach are intrinsicallydeter-
ministicas, once applied, a transformation brings in definite
improvement on its input query. Transformation rules are de-
rived from individual (or combination of) equivalences with
resort to general or specific optimization heuristics pertain-
ing to XML queries. Relevant and important heuristics will
be discussed when the transformation rules are presented.

4.3.1 Rule Group 1: Normalization RulesQuery normal-
ization covers three aspects: enforcement of explicit DTD-
constraints, operator reordering, and simplification.

Rule group 1.1: Enforcing DTD-constraints

This group of rules directly come from the five corre-
sponding equivalences,E 26 to E 30, introduced in Section
3.2 pertaining to explicit DTD-constraints. We omit these five
rules herein but reserve the numbers,R1 to R5, for keeping
this article consistent with our system and other publications.

Rule group 1.2: Operator reordering

This group of rules produce query expressions free of the
∩ operator, while the other operators are re-permuted in the
following order:σ at the bottom,⊃⊂ in the middle, and∪ and
− (but not∩) on the top.

Rule group 1.2.1: Pulling-up “∪” and “ −”. The follow-
ing rules pull-up the “∪” and “−” operators as far as possible
because they are relatively expensive operators.

R6. σ (E1∪E2) =⇒ σ (E1)∪ σ (E2)

R7. E1∩ (E2∪E3) =⇒ (E1∩E2)∪ (E1∩E3)

R8. (E1∪E2)∩E3 =⇒ (E1∩E3)∪ (E2∩E3)

R9. (E1∪E2)−E3=⇒ (E1−E3)∪ (E2−E3)

R10.E1− (E2∪E3) =⇒ (E1−E2)−E3

R11.(E1∪E2) ⊃
⊂ E3 =⇒ (E1 ⊃

⊂ E3)∪ (E2 ⊃
⊂ E3)

R12.E1 ⊃
⊂ (E2∪E3) =⇒ (E1 ⊃

⊂ E2)∪ (E1 ⊃
⊂ E3)

R13.σ(E1−E2) =⇒ σ(E1)−E2

R14.(E1−E2)∩E3=⇒ (E1∩E3)−E2

R15.(E1−E2) ⊃
⊂ E3 =⇒ (E1 ⊃

⊂ E3)−E2

R16.E1 ⊃
⊂ (E2−E3) =⇒ (E1 ⊃

⊂ E2)− (E1 ⊃
⊂ E3)

Proposition 1 An expression to which the rules in group 1.2.1
cannot be applied, does not contain∪ and− in any argument
of σ , ⊃

⊂ , and∩ operators.

Proof. For every possible occurrence of∪ and− in the argu-
ments of other operators, there exists a rule that removes this
occurrence.
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It is worthwhile to point out that the transformation made
by R16 may not itself be beneficial, but it facilitates the sub-
sequent semantic transformation phase to discover important
optimization opportunities.

Rule group 1.2.2: Removing∩ operators. The following
rules push∩ down through allσ and ⊃

⊂ operators and eventu-
ally get all∩ removed.

R17.(E1 ⊃
⊂ E2)∩E3 =⇒ (E1∩E3) ⊃

⊂ E2

R18.E1∩ (E2 ⊃
⊂ E3) =⇒ (E1∩E2) ⊃

⊂ E3

R19. σ (E1)∩E2 =⇒ σ (E1∩E2)

R20.E1∩ σ (E2) =⇒ σ (E1∩E2)

R21.E∩φ =⇒ φ
R22.φ ∩E =⇒ φ
R23.E∩E =⇒ E

Proposition 2 An expression to which the rules in group 1.2.1
and group 1.2.2 cannot be applied, does not contain any∩
operator.

Proof. For every possible occurrence of other operators in
the arguments of a∩, there exists a rule that removes this oc-
currence. Thus the resulting expression does not contain any
other operator in the arguments of∩. The only allowed oc-
currences of∩ must have anetnor φ as one of its arguments.
Due to type compatibility, only the sameetn can occur as
arguments on both sides of a∩ operator at the lowest level.
These occurrences are removed by ruleR21,R22,R23, thus
the resulting expression cannot contain any∩ operator.

Rule group 1.2.3: Pushingσ down (below ⊃
⊂ ). The follow-

ing rule reorders theσ and ⊃
⊂ operators, and the precedence

is given toσ .

R24. σ (E1 ⊃
⊂ E2) =⇒ σ (E1) ⊃

⊂ E2 (fromE 17)

RuleR24 is based on the following heuristic:⊃
⊂ operators

are more expensive thanσ operators and thus should be pulled
up. This heuristic can be justified by simply counting the
number of element accesses imposed by each side ofR24:
assumingE1 andE2 have the same cardinalityM, ⊃

⊂ and
σ have the same selectivity 1/N, the cost of the left-hand
side is,M + M ∗M + M/N = M ∗ (1+ 1/N + M), which is
much larger than the cost of the right-hand side,M +M/N+
(M/N)∗M = M ∗ (1+1/N+M/N), as long as the database
is not too sparsely populated and the selectivities of the op-
erators are not too low (i.e.,M > 1, and 1/N is sufficiently
small).

Rule group 1.2.4: Removing⊃
⊂ operators. The following

rules remove redundant⊃⊂ operators.

R25.(E1 ⊃
⊂ E2) ⊃

⊂ E2 =⇒ E1 ⊃
⊂ E2)

R26.(E1 ⊃
⊂ E2) ⊃

⊂ E1 =⇒ E1 ⊃
⊂ E2

R27.E ⊃
⊂ σ(E) =⇒ σ(E)

R28.σ(E) ⊃
⊂ E =⇒ σ(E)

R29.E ⊃
⊂ φ =⇒ φ

R30.φ ⊃
⊂ E =⇒ φ

Rule group 1.3: Simplification

We observe that some obvious simplifications carried out
at an early stage are beneficial, e.g.,E ⊂ E =⇒ E. But some
more complex simplifications if hurriedly carried at an early
stage may make the whole optimization process quickly cap-
tured at a local optimal. For example, while a leftward appli-
cation ofE 33 eliminatesE3, it takes away the opportunity of
using the structure index defined betweenτ(E3) andτ(E2)
if the index is available; otherwise, a reverse transformation
later on is needed to re-enable the lost opportunity. Therefore,
Phase 1 shall only invoke obvious simplifications, which are
all related with the set operations. The simplification rules
considered at this point are all derived from the subset law.
When the subset law is applied to simple augments likeE and
φ , we get the rules that deal with a single operator. When it is
applied to subexpression augments likeσ (E1, r), (E1 ⊃

⊂ E2),
and(E1−E2), we obtain relatively complex rules handling
double operators. We do not concern further complicated sit-
uations as it is against our design goal. The simplification
rules are listed below.

R31.φ −E =⇒ φ
R32.E−φ =⇒ E

R33.E−E =⇒ φ
R34.φ ∪E =⇒ E

R35.E∪E =⇒ E

R36. σ (E)−E =⇒ φ
R37. σ (E)∪E =⇒ E

R38.(E1 ⊃
⊂ E2)−E1=⇒ φ

R39.(E1 ⊃
⊂ E2)∪E1 =⇒ E1

R40.E1∪ (E1 ⊃
⊂ E2) =⇒ E1

R41.(E1−E2)−E1=⇒ φ
R42.(E1−E2)∪E1=⇒ E1

R43.(E1−E2)−E2=⇒ E1−E2

R44.(E1−E2)∪E2=⇒ E1∪E2

R45.(E1∪E2)∪E1=⇒ E1∪E2

R46.(E1∪E2)∪E2=⇒ E1∪E2

The above rules are instantiated from different cases of
applying the subset laws except forR43 andR44, which are
derived from the two “−” equivalences,E 5 andE 6, respec-
tively.

4.3.2 Rule Group 2: Semantic Transformation RulesEx-
ploiting element and attribute indices to achieve query opti-
mization is relatively simple, while the exploitation of struc-
ture indices needs dedicated and specialized transformation
rules. Our semantic transformation phase focuses on exploit-
ing the opportunities of using an available structure indexor
enabling such an opportunity to applying a structure index.
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Exploiting indices for σ operators

After Phase 1, with all∩ operations being eliminated and
σ operations being pushed down to the bottom,σ operations,
if applying to the same base element type, are juxtaposed.
The following rule gives precedence to theσ operator for us-
ing an available selection index.

R47. σ1(σ2(E)) =⇒ σ2(σ1(E)) if a proper index forσ1 is
available

While R47 makes using an available selection index pos-
sible, the following rule makes this possibility a reality.

R48.σ(etn)=⇒ Iσ (etn) if the corresponding indexIσ exists

R48 introduces an application of a selection index, de-
noted asIσ .

Exploiting structure indices for ⊃
⊂ operations

We are now ready to address the most interesting part of
our work — semantic transformations — that identify the
most profitable opportunity of optimizing a query by intro-
ducing structure indices into the query. The following three
situations have been differentiated to help identify the oppor-
tunity:

– The most beneficial situation is that a structure index is
available and is thus applied.

– A slightly less beneficial situation is when a structure in-
dex is available but is not superficially applicable because
of an unfavorable composition pattern that the query is in,
e.g., the two element types covered by a structure index
do not directly interact in the query expression. However,
the potential can be developed by heuristics-guided query
transformations.

– The third situation is when no structure index is available,
however, there exists a third element type that can be in-
terpolated, as an EL, to reveal a hidden opportunity of
applying a structure index to the query expression.

In the following, we present the transformation rules ac-
cording to the three situations. All these rules are based on
a common heuristic: applying a structure index is the most
profitable act in XML query optimization (as structure in-
dexes in our setting are pre-computed structural joins).

Exploiting available and applicable structure indices.If be-
tween the twoetn’s related via a containment operation in a
query, there exists a structure index that is applicable, wesim-
ply apply the index to the query by activating the following
transformation:

R49. E1 ⊃
⊂ E2 =⇒ Iτ(E1)(E2)∩E1 if a structure index is

available betweenτ(E1) andτ(E2)

Enabling available but “inapplicable” structure indices.If
a structure index is available but not immediately applicable
to a query expression, there may still be the chance to en-
able this opportunity. In this situation, our strategy is touse

the ⊃
⊂ commutativity and associativity rules, individually or

in combination, to make an available structure index explic-
itly applicable. We come up with the following rules handling
this situation.

R50.(E1 ⊃
⊂ E2) ⊃

⊂ E3 =⇒ (E1 ⊃
⊂ E3) ⊃

⊂ E2

R51. E1 ⊃
⊂ (E2 ⊃

⊂ E3) =⇒ (E1 ⊃
⊂ E2) ⊃

⊂ E3 if there exists a
structure index betweenτ(E1) andτ(E2), andτ(E2) is an
EL for τ(E1) andτ(E3)

R52. E1 ⊃
⊂ (E3 ⊃

⊂ E2) =⇒ (E1 ⊃
⊂ E2) ⊃

⊂ E3 if there exists a
structure index betweenτ(E1) andτ(E2), andτ(E3) is an
EL for τ(E1) andτ(E2)

R53.E1⊂ (E2⊃ E3) =⇒ (E1⊂ E2) ⊃ E3 if there exists
a structure index betweenτ(E1) andτ(E2), andτ(E1) is an
EL for τ(E2) andτ(E3)

R54.E1⊃ (E2⊂ E3) =⇒ (E1⊃ E2) ⊂ E3 if there exists
a structure index betweenτ(E1) andτ(E2), andτ(E1) is an
EL for τ(E2) andτ(E3)

Rule R50 comes fromE 9, while R51 - R54 are the
leftward instantiation of the equivalencesE 35 -E 38, respec-
tively.

Enabling “impossible” structure indices. If the element types
involved in a query do not allow the use of a structure index,
we examine whether it is possible to “import” a new element
type to enable such an opportunity. In our framework, a new
element type can be imported into a query expression only
if it is an entrance location. We have identified eight such
cases that render the opportunity of applying a structure in-
dex, which is otherwise “impossible”. In the first four cases
(Fig. 5) element type substitution is performed, which asks
for additional conditions such as obligation or exclusivity be-
ing held. Once the transformation is done, the index is then
applied byR49 during the next iteration.

E2

E1

E2

E3

E1 E1

E3

E2 E2

E1

E3

E3

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Fig. 5 Exploring the opportunities for using structure indices (case
1 to 4)

R55. E1⊂ E2 =⇒ E1⊂ E3 if E3 is an EL forτ(E1) and
τ(E2) and is exclusively contained inτ(E2), f ree(E2) holds,
and a structure index betweenτ(E3) andτ(E1) is available

R56. E1⊃ E2 =⇒ E1⊃ E3 if E3 is an EL forτ(E1) and
τ(E2) and obligatorily containsτ(E2), f ree(E2) holds, and
a structure index betweenτ(E3) andτ(E1) is available
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R57.E1⊂E2=⇒E1⊂E3 if τ(E2) is an EL forτ(E1) and
τ(E3) and is exclusively contained inτ(E3), f ree(E2) holds,
and a structure index betweenτ(E3) andτ(E1) is available

R58. E1 ⊃ E2 =⇒ E1 ⊃ E3 if τ(E2) is an EL forτ(E1)
andτ(E3) and obligatorily containsτ(E3), f ree(E2) holds,
and a structure index betweenτ(E3) andτ(E1) is available

RuleR55,R56,R57, andR58 are illustrated by Fig. 5.
(corresponding to case (1), (2), (3), and (4), respectively).
R55 andR57 are derived fromE 39, while R56 andR58
are fromE 40.

The remaining four cases are relatively less beneficial (Fig. 6)
since the introduction of a new element type (an EL) makes
a sheer expansion of the input expression. The four transfor-
mation rules are presented below.

(7)

E3

(8)

E2

E3

E1

(6)
E2

E2

E1
(5)

E3 E3
E1

E2

E1

Fig. 6 Exploring the opportunities for using structure indices (case
5 to 8)

R59.E1⊂E2=⇒E1⊂ (E3⊂E2) if E3 is an EL forτ(E1)
andτ(E2) and a structure index betweenτ(E3) andτ(E2) is
available

R60.E1⊃E2=⇒E1⊃ (E3⊃E2) if E3 is an EL forτ(E1)
andτ(E2) and a structure index betweenτ(E3) andτ(E2) is
available

R61. E1 ⊂ E2 =⇒ E1 ⊃ (E3 ⊂ E2) if τ(E1) obligato-
rily containsτ(E3) and a structure index betweenτ(E3) and
τ(E2) is available

R62.E1⊃ E2=⇒ E1⊂ (E3⊃ E2) if τ(E1) is obligatorily
contained inτ(E3) and a structure index betweenτ(E3) and
τ(E2) is available

Rule R59 - R62 directly come from equivalenceE 33,
E 33, E 41, E 42, respectively. RuleR59 andR60 (corre-
sponding to case (5) and (6) of Fig. 6) introduce a structure
index betweenτ(E2) andτ(E3) and retain the portion (from
τ(E1) to τ(E3)) of the original path (fromτ(E1) to τ(E2)).
The achieved improvement is obvious.R61 andR62 (cor-
responding to case (7) and (8) of Fig. 6) introduce a struc-
ture index betweenτ(E2) andτ(E3) and an extra path (from
τ(E1) to τ(E3)). A transformation made byR61 andR62
is beneficial only if the newly introduced path is sufficiently
shorter than the original path (or cheaper to examine).

Path reduction. If bringing a structure index into a query
is impossible, our goal switches to a less favorable one —

reducing the paths involved in a query. This can be done by
the following two rules, which are the homologues of rule
R55 andR56 (case (1) and (2) of Fig 5). All other cases
illustrated by Fig. 5 and 6 are irrelevant to path reduction.

R63. E1⊂ E2 =⇒ E1⊂ E3 if E3 is an EL forτ(E1) and
τ(E2) and is exclusively contained inτ(E2), and f ree(E2)
holds

R64. E1⊃ E2 =⇒ E1⊃ E3 if E3 is an EL forτ(E1) and
τ(E2) and obligatorily containsτ(E2), and f ree(E2) holds

By now, we complete the exposition of an essential class
of semantic transformation rules that achieves the primary
optimization goal of our approach — applying structure in-
dices to XML queries.

4.3.3 Rule Group 3: Simplification RulesThe third phase
is intended to carry out a bottom-up cleaning on the output
of semantic optimization. Some rules (i.e.,R25 - R46) that
have been applied during Phase 1, need to be called upon
again because after semantic transformation, new redundan-
cies may be introduced by the interpolation of index opera-
tors. The rules that enforce explicit DTD-constraints during
Phase 1 are excluded because semantic transformation does
not normally introduce new inconsistencies. The rules thatre-
order operators (R6 - R24) are not needed either, as the se-
mantic phase does not change the main structure of a query.
Two new types of rules are added to the third phase to achieve
thorough simplification. The first type consists of the follow-
ing two rules in order to remove the∩ operations which may
be reintroduced with the interpolation of structure indices.

R65. Iτ(E1)(E2)∩E1 =⇒ Iτ(E1)(E2) if f ree(E1) holds

R66.Iτ(E1)(E2)∩σ(E1)=⇒σ(Iτ(E1)(E2)) if f ree(E1) holds

R65 is derived from the subset lawE 3;R66 is fromE 48.
R66 gives precedence to a structure index.

The second type of new rules added to Phase 3 performs
simplification by exploiting specific structural knowledge, e.g.,
exclusivity, obligation, and entrance location. These rules are
listed below.

R67. E1⊂ (E3 ⊂ E2) =⇒ E1⊂ E2 if τ(E3) is an EL for
τ(E1) andτ(E2), and f ree(E3) (from E 33)

R68. (E1⊂ E3) ⊂ E2 =⇒ E1⊂ E2 if τ(E3) is an EL for
τ(E1) andτ(E2), and f ree(E3) (from ⊃

⊂ associativityE 35
andE 33)

R69. (E1⊂ E3) ⊂ E2 =⇒ E1⊂ E3 if τ(E2) is an EL for
τ(E1) andτ(E3), and f ree(E2) (from ⊃

⊂ associativityE 36
andE 33)

R70. E1⊃ (E3 ⊃ E2) =⇒ E1⊃ E2 if τ(E3) is an EL for
τ(E1) andτ(E2), and f ree(E3) (from E 33)

R71. (E1⊃ E3) ⊃ E2 =⇒ E1⊃ E2 if τ(E3) is an EL for
τ(E1) andτ(E2), and f ree(E3) (from ⊃

⊂ associativityE 35
andE 33)
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R72. (E1⊃ E3) ⊃ E2 =⇒ E1⊃ E3 if τ(E2) is an EL for
τ(E1) andτ(E3), and f ree(E2) (from ⊃

⊂ associativityE 36
andE 33)

R73. E1⊃ (E3⊂ E2) =⇒ E1⊂ E2 if τ(E1) is an EL for
τ(E3) andτ(E2), and f ree(E3) (from E 41)

R74. E1⊂ (E3⊃ E2) =⇒ E1⊃ E2 if τ(E1) is an EL for
τ(E3) andτ(E2), and f ree(E3) (from E 42)

In the above table,R67 - R72 are listed and will be ap-
plied beforeR73 andR74 because the latter two need to
check an extra condition regarding the structure of XML data
and thus are less interesting to our system as we are con-
cerned about the performance of our optimizer.

4.4 Examples

In the following we use the query examples introduced in
Section 1 to show how our approach works from a logical
perspective. These queries were used as benchmark queries
in our experimental study (Section 6). For each query, we
list the transformation steps that eventually lead to the op-
timized format of the query. The transformation steps given
here are based on the real transformations performed by our
test-bed system. For space consideration, we combine con-
secutive steps that represent basically the same type of trans-
formations into a singlemacrostep. The achieved optimiza-
tion is easily justified according to the optimization heuristics
expounded in the article.

The four indices depicted in Fig. 3, i.e.,IArticle(Name),
IParagraph(Article), IParagraph(ShortPaper), and the selection
indexIσr (Surname) are explored and applied by the transfor-
mations.

Query 1 and Query 2 are optimal per se themselves and
our optimizer could not perform any further optimization.

Query 3 to 5 are illustrative since the three basic types of
document querying patterns[16], i.e., attribute-, content- and
structure-query, are all included.

Query 3. Find the paragraphs of the “Introduction” section
of each article that has the words “Data Warehousing” in its
title.
Paragraph⊂ (σA=Title,r=‘ Introduction′ (Section)⊂
(Article⊃ σr=‘Data Warehousing′(Title)))

=⇒ (by R51, ⊃
⊂ associativity)

(Paragraph⊂ σA=Title,r=‘ Introduction′ (Section))⊂
(Article⊃ σr=“Data Warehousing′′(Title))

=⇒ (by R50: ⊃
⊂ commutativity)

(Paragraph⊂ (Article⊃ σr=‘Data Warehousing′(Title))) ⊂
σA=Title,r=‘ Introduction′ (Section)

=⇒ (by R49: index introduction)

(IParagraph(Article⊃ σr=‘Data Warehousing′(Title))∩
Paragraph)⊂ σA=Title,r=‘ Introduction′ (Section)

=⇒ (by R65:∩ deletion)

(IParagraph(Article⊃ σr=‘Data Warehousing′(Title))) ⊂
σA=Title,r=‘ Introduction′ (Section)

Query 4. Find all articles in which the surname of an author
contains the value “Aberer”.
Article⊃ σr=‘Aberer′(Surname)

=⇒ (by R48, assuming indexIσr (Surname) available)

Article⊃ Iσr=‘Aberer′
(Surname)

Notice thatR57 is unfortunately not applicable for using
the index betweenNameandArticle since thefree expression
condition does not hold forσr=‘Aberer′(Surname).

Query 5. Find all “Summary” paragraphs of all sections (if
any).
σA=Title,r=‘Summary′ (Paragraph)⊂ Section

=⇒ (by R57)

σA=Title,r=‘Summary′ (Paragraph)⊂ Article

=⇒ (by R49)

IParagraph(Article)∩σA=Title,r=‘Summary′ (Paragraph)

=⇒ (by R66)

σA=Title,r=‘Summary′ (IParagraph(Article))

Query 6. Find all paragraph containing both “OLAP” and
“multidimension” from eitherArticle or ShortPaper.

To make the presentation compact, we use the shorter no-
tationσ1 for σr=‘OLAP′ , σ2 for σr=‘Multidimension′ , ‘P’ for ‘Para-
graph’, ‘A’ for ‘Article’, and ‘S’ for ‘ShortPaper’ in the fol-
lowing transformations.

((σ1(P) ⊂ A)∪ (σ1(P) ⊂ S))∩
((σ2(P) ⊂ A)∪ (σ2(P) ⊂ S))

step1
==⇒ (∪ pulled up byR8)

((σ1(P) ⊂ A)∩ ((σ2(P) ⊂ A)∪ (σ2(P) ⊂ S))) ∪
((σ1(P) ⊂ S)∩ ((σ2(P) ⊂ A)∪ (σ2(P) ⊂ S)))

step2
==⇒ (∪ pulled-up byR7)

(((σ1(P) ⊂ A)∩ (σ2(P) ⊂ A))∪
((σ1(P) ⊂ A)∩ (σ2(P) ⊂ S))) ∪
(((σ1(P) ⊂ S)∩ (σ2(P) ⊂ A))∪
((σ1(P) ⊂ S)∩ (σ2(P) ⊂ S)))

step3
==⇒ (∩ pushed down byR17 andR18)

((((σ1(P)∩σ2(P)) ⊂ A) ⊂ A)∪
(((σ1(P)∩σ2(P)) ⊂ A) ⊂ S)) ∪
((((σ1(P)∩σ2(P)) ⊂ S) ⊂ A)∪
(((σ1(P)∩σ2(P)) ⊂ S) ⊂ S))

step4
==⇒ (redundant⊂ deleted byR25)

(((σ1(P)∩σ2(P)) ⊂ A)∪ (((σ1(P)∩σ2(P)) ⊂ A) ⊂ S)) ∪
((((σ1(P)∩σ2(P)) ⊂ S) ⊂ A)∪ ((σ1(P)∩σ2(P)) ⊂ S))

step5
==⇒ (∩ pushed down and deleted byR19,R20 andR23)

((σ1(σ2(P)) ⊂ A)∪ ((σ1(σ2(P)) ⊂ A) ⊂ S))∪
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(((σ1(σ2(P)) ⊂ S) ⊂ A)∪ (σ1(σ2(P)) ⊂ S))

step6
==⇒ (∪ simplification byR39 andR40)

(σ1(σ2(P)) ⊂ A)∪ (σ1(σ2(P)) ⊂ S) )

step7
==⇒ (index introduced byR49)

( (IP(A)∩σ1(σ2(P)))∪ (IP(S)∩σ1(σ2(P)))

step8
==⇒ (∩ simplification byR66)

σ1(σ2(IP(A)))∪σ1(σ2(IP(S)))

During the above optimization, introduction ofIP(A) and
IP(S) into the query confirms the application of the structure
indicesIParagraph(Article) andIParagraph(ShortPaper), respec-
tively. Step 1 to step 6 perform normalization; step 7 explores
structure indices using semantic ruleR49; and step 8 invokes
the simplification ruleR66 that gives the precedence of eval-
uation to the structure index and gets the reintroduced∩ op-
erators eliminated. The optimization achieved via the per-
formed transformations is significant, which will be further
demonstrated by our experimental studies.

5 Algorithms

As mentioned earlier, we organize the optimization of PAT
query expressions into three phases. One essential character-
istic of our methodology is thedeterministicnature of the
transformations accomplished by our heuristic transforma-
tion rules. Our system does not need to maintain multiple
alternatives for each input expression, but simply invokesap-
plicable rules in a sequential manner and focuses only on the
newly generated candidate by each transformation step.

Identification of interesting structural properties of XML
data, i.e., exclusivity, obligation, and entrance location, with
regard to an input (sub)expressions is another important im-
plementation issue. All important implementation algorithms
are discussed in this section.

5.1 Transformation Algorithms

The following algorithms describe the transformation strat-
egy of our approach:

optimize(input) := {

return type: PAT_expression;

enable all normalization rules

(but disable all other rules);

normalized = transform(input);

enable all semantic rules

(but disable all other rules);

improved = transform(normalized);

enable all simplification rules

(but disable all other rules);

optimized = transform(improved);

return optimized

}

transform(expr) := {

return type: PAT_expression;

for each argument arg of expr

arg = transform(arg);

while there are applicable rules in the

currently enabled rule set

{

let r be the first of such rules;

generate a new expression new_e

by applying r to expr;

result = transform(new_e);

}

return result;

}

To effectively control the search range for the next appli-
cable rule, we attach a “switch” to each transformation rule. A
rule is active when its switch is turned on. An inactive rule is
excluded from the current search range. The switch of a rule
is manipulated by two operations:enableanddisable. Such a
simple switch mechanism is an effective way to put the rule
system well under control and to achieve better optimization
performance.

The order of the rules in our rule system is essential ac-
cording to ourdeterministic transformationstrategy, espe-
cially to those that share the same input pattern and same con-
dition. The order of a rule in the rule system is determined ac-
cording to relevant heuristics. When there are no more appli-
cable and active rules, thetransform algorithm terminates
normally and returns the result expression reached by the last
transformation. As long as there are still applicable and active
rules, the secondfor loop in the algorithm will not exit.

5.2 Identifying Exclusivity and Obligation Properties

In Subsection 3.3, we gave the definitions of the three im-
portant notions about the structural properties of XML data.
These properties can be obtained from the DTD, which may
be extracted from the data source if not given.

Based on its definition, examining the exclusivity prop-
erty between two given element types, e.g., whetherB is ex-
clusively contained inA, is simply to check the paths between
B and the DTD’s root: if none is found without the occurrence
of A then the property holds. The algorithm is straightforward
and is thus omitted.

In order to identify all cases of obligation, a deeper look
at the content model of element types is indispensable. Oth-
erwise, we cannot distinguish whether an element requires or
just optionally contains a subelement. Thus, as a first step,
we eliminate all optional occurrence indicators from the con-
tent models of the involved element types. This renders the
following definition.

Definition 13 (Reduced version of a DTD)Let D be a DTD.
By taking all content models and removing all subexpressions
whose root has an optional occurrence indicator (?) or an
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optional-and-repeatable occurrence indicator (*), we obtain
a reduced DTD D′.

The following proposition holds [4]:

Lemma 1 The obligation properties within a DTD and its re-
duced version are identical.

For examining the obligation property between element
type A and B (givenA⊃B), we next flatten the content model
of A so that the obligatory occurrence of B in A’s content
model eventually become obvious, and the result is called A’s
extended content model for B, which is obtained from the
following algorithm:

extend content model(A,B) := {
return type: content model;

let cA be the content model of A;
while (cA contains non-terminal

element types different from B)
{
let o be the occurrence of such an element

type and let C be the element type;

replace o in cA with the content model of C;
}
return cA;

}

Based on theextended content modelnotion, we produce
a normalized form for the content model of element type A
by performing the following steps, which were specified in
detail in [4]:

1. Recursively inline all child SEQ-nodes into their parent
SEQ-nodes;

2. Recursively inline all child OR-nodes into their parent
OR-nodes;

3. If any OR-node is not root, transform the content model
so that the OR-node is relocated to the root;

These steps do not alter the content represented by a con-
tent tree but leads to a normal form that possesses the follow-
ing properties: (1) the root is anOR-node; (2) the children of
the root areSEQ-nodes; (3) the children ofSEQ-nodes are
leaves, i.e., element types.

In the context of this research, content model normaliza-
tion is important for revealing implicit obligation property,
which is otherwise easy to be missed [4,12].

Finally, based on the normalized content model of type
A for B, we can conveniently identify the existence of the
obligation property between A and B by examining obvious
occurrences of B in A’s content model.

Our algorithm for examining the obligation property be-
tween element type A and B is summarized as below:

obligatorily_contains(A,B) := {

return type: Boolean;

step 1: produce a reduced version of the DTD;

step 2: extend the content model of A for B;

step 3: generate normalized form for the

content model of A;

step 4: search for occurrence of B in each

SEQ-node of A’s content model;

return true if found, otherwise false;

}

5.3 Identifying Relevant Entrance Locations

Most (e.g.,R51 toR64) Phase 2 rules rely on theentrance
location notion. In the third phase, rulesR67 to R74 also
depend on entrance locations. Thus how to find allrelevant
entrance locations as candidates for enabling the application
of one of these rules becomes a key implementation issue to
our approach.

As depicted in Fig. 5, the notion, entrance location, as
a prerequisite condition for many important transformation
rules, is used in two different manners: either a newetn, E3,
as anentrance locationfor E1 andE2, being used to replace
E2 (i.e., case (1) and (2)), or theE2, an entrance location by
itself, being replaced by the newetn E3 (i.e., case (3) and
(4)). Analogously, case (5) and (6) in Fig. 6 are distinct from
case (7) and (8).

For terminological uniformity, we generalize ourentrance
locationconcept so that, when the phrase is generally referred
to, it covers all the situations mentioned above.

Definition 14 (Generalized entrance location)If E3 is en-
trance location for E1 and E2, we call E1 (or E2) an outside
entrance location for E3 and E2 (or E1), and conversely E3
an inset entrance location. When generally referred to, an
entrance location is either an inset entrance location or an
outside entrance location.

Therefore, in the remainder of this article, the general
term “entrance location” refers to either aninset entrance lo-
cationas in case (1) and (2) of Fig. 5 and case (5) and (6) of
Fig. 6, or anoutside entrance locationas in case (3) and (4)
of Fig. 5 and case (7) and (8) of Fig. 6.

The algorithm that identifies inset entrance locations be-
tween a pair of element types heavily relies on exploring the
element type graph, similar to the examination of the exclu-
sivity property. For the sake of efficiency, we assume that
each element type ET maintains all the paths that diverge
from the element type down to the leaves of the DTD graph
under consideration, and denote it asdown paths(ET). The
algorithm that identifies inset entrance locations is described
as follows:

identify_ELs(ET1, ET2) := {

input: element type name ET1 and ET2;

return type: set of <element type-name>;

return identify_ELs(ET2, ET1) if ET2 is

external to ET1;

for each path maintained in down_paths(ET1){

mark up those containing vertex ET2;

}

let s_path be the shortest path among the
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marked-up ones with regard to the length

from vertex ET1 to ET2;

for each intermediate vertex ET contained in

s_path {

if it is also contained in all other paths

marked up {

collect it into the entrance location set

el_set;

}

return el_set (which contains all the ELs for

ET1 and ET2);

}

This algorithm identifies all inset entrance locations for
element type ET1 and ET2. It is evident from the algorithm
that an entrance location EL isrelevantto type ET1 and ET2
if it falls on the shortest path between the two types in the
DTD graph.

Although this algorithm identifies only inset entrance lo-
cations, outside entrance locations can be similarly determined
using a variant of the algorithm that accepts an extra param-
eter, anetn, that relates to the first parameter (as in case (3)
and (4)) or the second parameter (as in case (7) and (8)) via
an available structure index. Outside entrance locations are
needed only for exploiting structure indices that are beyond
the direct path between the two element types related via a
containment operation.

5.4 Determining Optimal Entrance Locations

For a given expressionE1 ⊃
⊂ E2, multiple entrance locations

may be identified and can imply different transformation rules,
e.g., R55, R57, R59, R61, andR63 all can be chosen.
Therefore we need a certain criterion to choose the optimal
entrance location corresponding to the most profitable trans-
formation rule. During the semantic transformation
phase, all the candidate entrance locations that enable theap-
plication of one of the semantic rules need to be first identi-
fied; we then decide the optimal one from all relevant candi-
dates.

For a relevant entrance location, either inset or outside,
to be a qualified candidate entrance location, an additional
condition — exclusivity or obligation may be needed (e.g.,
R55 toR58, andR63 andR64).

In the following we give an algorithm that explores all
candidate entrance locations and then selects the optimal one
from them. Before we proceed, we need to define the concept
of anoptimalentrance location.

Definition 15 (Optimal entrance location) If multiple can-
didate entrance locations exist, each may cause an applica-
tion of one of the rules,R55 throughR64, to an expression
of form E1 ⊃

⊂ E2, then the optimal entrance location is deter-
mined according to the following criteria:

(1). When a structure index can be introduced and the input
query expression is not to be expanded (this corresponds

to R55 throughR58), the optimal entrance location is
the one having the smallest cardinality of extent.

(2). When a structure index can be introduced and the input
query expression gets expanded (this corresponds toR59
throughR62), the optimal entrance location is the one
having the smallest cardinality of extent.

(3). When the above are not possible (this corresponds toR63
andR64), the optimal is the one that results in the short-
est navigation path from E1 to this entrance location (el-
ement type) in the DTD graph.

The above definition withidenti f y ELs(ET1,ET2) to-
gether translates to the following algorithm:

identify_optimal_EL(E1,E2) := {

return type: element type name;

step 1: find relevant inset entrance

locations;

step 2: collect candidate entrance locations;

step 3: select the optimal entrance location

and return it;

}

The details of these steps are addressed below:

Step 1: Find relevant entrance locations

Relevant inset entrance locations are found out by calling
identi f y ELs(τ(E1),τ(E2)).

Step 2: Collect candidate entrance locations

Assume, beside the diverging paths, each element type
t maintains two transitive closure sets, say,excl C∗(t) and
obli C∗(t), which are the transitive closure of the relation-
shipsexclusively-contained-inandobligatorily-contains, re-
spectively, on the typet. The closures can be computed by
the algorithms given earlier in this section. In addition, each
element typet maintains a set ofinteresting etn’s, annotated
asindices(t), which are related to the element typet through
an available structure index.

To collect all candidate entrance locations, the following
two cases need to be treated separately:

( Case 1: forR55, R56, R59, R60, R63, R64) check
each inset entrance location forE1 andE2 obtained from
last step to see if it, say E3, is contained inexcl C∗(E2)
or in obli C∗(E2). Next, check whether E3 is a member
of indices(E1). If yes, mark it as “structure index de-
fined”. For instance, the output of this step for RuleR55
is rELs(E1,E2)∩ excl C∗(E2)∩ indices(E1), for Rule
R56 is rELs(E1,E2)∩ obli C∗(E2)∩ indices(E1) (for
R59 andR60 we do not bother to check the exclusivity
or obligation condition), for RuleR63 isrELs(E1,E2)∩
excl C∗(E2), and for RuleR64 isrELs(E1,E3)∩
obli C∗(E2).

( Case 2: forR57,R58,R61, andR62) if indices(E1) is
not empty, for eachE3∈ indices(E1) check whetherE3
is an outside entrance location for E1 and E2 (in other
words, E2 is an inset entrance location for E1 and E3),
and whetherE2 belongs toexcl C∗(E3) or E2 belongs
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to obli C∗(E3) (for R61 andR62 we do not bother to
check the exclusivity or obligation condition). Mark the
element types that satisfy these conditions as “structure
index defined”, then output them.

Step 3: Select the optimal entrance location

Again, this step needs to distinguish three general cases
according to Definition 15.

( Case 1) For candidate entrance locations marked as hav-
ing “structure index defined”, select the one that holds
the smallest cardinality and does not expand the input ex-
pression (corresponding toR55 toR58).

( Case 2) For candidate entrance locations marked as hav-
ing “structure index defined”, select the one that holds
the smallest cardinality (corresponding toR59 toR62).

( Case 3) Otherwise, select the one that minimizes the path
between it and theτ(E1) (for R63 andR64).

6 Experiments

We have made a thorough, analytical presentation of our de-
terministic approach to XML query optimization based on
algebraic transformations. For evaluation purposes, we im-
plemented a test-bed and conducted a series of experiments.
We particularly tested the effectiveness, efficiency, and scal-
ability of the presented approach. In this section, we first in-
troduce the test-bed, and then present the detailed resultsof
the experiments.

6.1 Test-bed

We begin with a discussion of a few important choices we
made with regard to the implementation of our test-bed.

Due to the inherent, high complexity of XML data mod-
els and the relatively limited modeling facilities of relational
databases, RDBMSs do not seem to be the ideal choice for
hosting XML data. Regardless of this, however, many (if not
the majority of) researchers have used an RDBMS as a plat-
form to investigate the techniques of XML data management
[18,21,5,38]. The impetus behind this “relational” trend is
perhaps the strong desire for a smooth integration of XML
data and the legacy relational data sources in a single sys-
tem. Along the same line, we developed our test-bed based
on the Oracle RDBMS. However, the techniques we devel-
oped are generic —- as our approach is a purely logical-level
approach.

Our test-bed consists of the following major functional
modules: translation of XPath queries to PAT expressions,
PAT query optimization, and translation of (optimized) PAT
expressions to SQL queries, which are then sent to the host
system for execution.

Storage model.As we adopted the Oracle RDBMS to
achieve fast storage management for XML data, a related is-
sue that we shall not circumvent is the mapping issue of XML
data to relations. The mapping scheme we chose is a straight-
forward one, called the “node table” approach. Basically, it

maps each node in a DTD graph to a table. A table con-
sists of the following columns: doc-id, element-id, parent-it,
element-value, and a value column for each attribute if the el-
ement type has attribute(s). Element-id encodes the regions of
elements within a document to facilitate the implementation
of the structural join algorithm in our system. In this sim-
ple mapping scheme, values are “inlined”, which is proven
to be an efficient choice [21]. Our system catalog, called the
“mapping table”, keeps an entry for each element type (i.e.,
a node in the DTD graph) that maintains important mapping
information that is needed later on for the translation of (op-
timized) PAT queries to SQL queries.

Indices. In this test-bed, we support three types of in-
dices: element content indices, attribute content indices, and
structure indices (Section 4.1). The implementation of con-
tent indices is straightforward: the indexing mechanism ofthe
host DBMS is directly used. Structure indices in our test-bed
are simulated as binary relations. For a containment relation-
ship, if no structure index is applicable, our system calls for a
structural join algorithm to evaluate the containment relation-
ship. The structural join algorithm implemented is a variant of
the MPMGJN algorithm [46]. It is implemented outside the
host relational query engine as a post-SQL processing step,
which naturally causes some loss of performance of query
processing but is the only choice in the current setting as the
adopted relational engine is a closed one.

PAT-to-SQL translation. According to our XML-to-
relation mapping scheme and the indexing structures we
adopted, query translation from optimized PAT expression to
SQL is fairly easy. Let us consider several major PAT oper-
ators’ translation below. For the two selection operations, σr

andσA,r , our PAT-to-SQL translation module first looks up
the system catalog for the table names of relevant element
types and the related columns of the tables. Each of the se-
lection operations is then translated into a search condition
imposed on a corresponding column of the table. For⊃ and
⊂, we first check if a corresponding structure index is avail-
able. If yes, it substitutes for the containment operation;oth-
erwise, a structural join operation is interpolated. For∪ and
−, the query is translated to the union or difference of two
sub queries (notice that all∩ operation had been eliminated).

6.2 Experimental Environment and Benchmark Databases

We now introduce our experimental environment and the char-
acteristics of our benchmark database. Our experiments were
conducted in a typical client/server database environment.The
client side runs Oracle SQL*Plus (Release 8.1.6.0.
0) on Window XP Pro., and the CPU is a Celeron proces-
sor of 500MHZ with 192MB RAM. The server side runs
an Oracle8i Enterprise Edition (Release 8.1.6.0.0) database
server, installed on Sun Ultra 5 with an UltraSparc-II CPU of
333MHZ and a RAM of 512MB.

As expounded, the main goal of our approach is to at-
tain logical optimization of XML queries — primarily for
bringing in a structure index into a query through extensive
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exploitation of the structure knowledge of XML data. This
approach is ideally applied to XML datasets with relatively
complex structures and for relatively complex queries. While
the complexity of XML data (and the accompanying DTD/XSD)
may be characterized by the maximum path length, fan-out,
etc., our work mainly refers to the first criterion — path length.
For the empirical study, we examined several well-known
benchmarks, including XMark [39],
XMach [30], XOO7[36], XBench[45], and Michigan bench-
mark [34]. These benchmarks are found to have either simple
DTDs/XSDs or simple queries (e.g., Michigan benchmark),
or focus on a performance metric (e.g., throughput in XMach)
that is irrelevant to the main theme of our effort. Therefore, in
our first round of experiments, we adopted our own synthetic
databases.

Our first database, referred to asDatabase 1, is based on
the proceedings DTD presented in Section 2. Our experiment
with Database 1 was prompted by the desire of knowing how
the six running examples (queries) would actually perform.

For experimentation with queries involving longer paths,
we implemented our second database (referred to as
Database 2) based on a more complex DTD that was inten-
tionally designed to have longer paths (see Appendix A). As
expected, Database 2 offers a better opportunity of exploiting
the potential of our approach for XML query optimization.

Most recently, we conducted experiments with yet a third
benchmark database, the XMark benchmark database (referred
to as Database 3). XMark is chosen from the abovemen-
tioned benchmarks because it has a relatively more complex
DTD than all the others. Considering space limitation, we
provide only sketched experimental results with Database 2
and Database 3 in appendices.

Table 1 lists some important characteristics of Database
1. In the table, we only list the statistics of the database atthe
two extreme scales (i.e., scale 1 and scale 10). The statistics
at the other scales can be easily inferred.

6.3 Performance Results

We now present the performance result with Database 1. The
benchmark queries are the six running examples (see Sec-
tion 4.4). Table 2 shows the selectivity and the optimization
time of each benchmark query that we tested with Database 1.
Both the selectivity and the optimization time of the queries
remain unchanged when database scaling takes effect as our
approach is a logical one and the larger scales are generated
simply as multiples of smaller scales (the test with varying
selectivity is done separately and the result is presented in
Section 6.5). Fig. 7 depicts the performance difference be-
tween the original queries and their optimized counterparts
(optimization time is exclusive and the same for all similar
tests in this article). The execution times were obtained when
the database was at scale 10 (i.e., with 1000 documents of a
total size of 264 MB). Each query was run 10 times and the
average elapsed time was measured.

Query 1 and Query 2 by themselves are optimal accord-
ing to our optimization approach. All other queries achieved

Description Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6

Selectivity(%) 1.84 1.10 0.35 2.24 1.79 1.01
Optimize(sec.) 0.207 0.159 0.862 0.743 0.841 2.252

Table 2 Properties of Database 1 benchmark queries

optimization exactly like we expected, and get executed much
faster.

6.4 Scaling Effect

It is interesting to know how our implemented approach re-
sponds to database scaling. We did this test using the same
set of queries. For this test, Database 1 was populated at 10
different scales: with 100, 200, 300, . . . , 1000 documents, re-
spectively.

The database scaling effect on optimized queries is shown
in Fig. 8. As can be seen, our system shows basically a linear
scaling behavior. We also tested the scaling effect on the orig-
inal, non-optimized queries, and got a similar result — linear
scaling effect (the details are omitted).

6.5 Effect of Selectivity

How the selectivity of a query affects its execution perfor-
mance in the framework of our approach is another interest-
ing question. To answer this question, we conducted exper-
iments in the context of Database 1 when it was populated
with 1000 documents. Fig. 9 shows the effect of selectiv-
ity on the performance of optimized queries. Our experiment
shows similar effect of selectivity on the performance of non-
optimized queries (the details are omitted). This experiment
indicates that the effect of selectivity on query performance is
quasi-exponential (or somewhere in between exponential and
linear).

6.6 Remarks on Experimental Results

In addition to the test results presented above, we also observe
that not all the transformation rules presented in Section 4.3
are equally useful. Some (e.g.,R49 andR65) had been very
frequently and successfully applied; some (e.g.,R37) were
just occasionally used, and yet quite a number of others (e.g.,
R21 andR22) were rarely used. It is interesting to notice that
the index application ruleR49 and the intersection elimina-
tion ruleR65 are among the most frequently used ones. Both
R21 andR22 handle an empty operand. It is uncommon to
have an empty operand involved in a query if the query itself
is a meaningful one, which counts for whyR21 andR22 are
rarely used. However,R21, R22, and the like are still use-
ful rules for handling the uncommon situations that they are
intended for.

There are queries that may not be optimized by our ap-
proach, for example, Query 1 and Query 2. It is natural for a
theoretically already optimal query not to be optimized.
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Scale Size(MB) #Docs #Elements Max degree Min degree Depth Max cardinality Min cardinality

1 29.43 100 1,158,608 20 1 6 420892 100
10 264.07 1000 10,385,578 20 1 6 3738961 1000

Table 1 Characteristics of Database 1
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In our current prototype implementation, structure indices
are simulated by binary relations and in order to apply a struc-
ture index to a query, our system relies on introducing two ex-
tra relational joins. This is obviously not a very efficient solu-
tion. So we are confident with the potential of our optimiza-
tion approach. Better optimization effect can be achieved if
more efficient structures like hashing or B+ trees are directly
facilitated for the implementation of our structure indices.

We also notice that when data distribution is highly skew-
ed in the way that only a small portion of the elements of an
element type relate to the elements of another element type
via a structural relationship, the performance gain we could
expect from introducing a structure index into a query is min-
imized. However, we want to point out that, in principle, us-
ing a structure index is always beneficial although relatively
uninteresting structure indices are possible. In case an effi-
cient implementation for structure indices is not facilitated
(because of, e.g., theclosed-nessof an adopted host DBMS),
uninteresting structure indices can be avoided by carefully
checking the database statistics at the time when we recon-
sider the structural relationships that need index support.

Theoretically, we expect a highly efficient XML query
optimizer implemented based on our approach because the
approach pursues exclusively deterministic transformations
on XML queries, which does not incur any expensive com-
binatory search (as in a typical rule-based system) for query
optimization. Our experimentation indeed assures us of this
theoretical expectation: most of the tested queries were opti-
mized in less than 1 second (see Table 2) and even the fairly
complicated one, Query 6, took just about 2 seconds for opti-
mization (This result is pretty good especially when consid-
ering the hardware platform of our test-bed is not advanced at
all.) By and large, we are satisfied with both the effectiveness
and efficiency of the test-bed optimizer.

Our approach, as presented, is primarily targeted at two
types of optimization: (1) syntactic and semantic simplifica-
tion on queries (by exploiting structural knowledge of XML
data); (2) identifying both obvious and hidden opportunities
for introducing a structure index into a query. This approach
is most useful when the data source to be handled contains
complex (typically, deep and nested) structures.
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7 Related Work

In this section, we briefly review some related work and com-
pare our approach with those as reported in the literature.

Lore [32,33] is a DBMS originally designed for semistruc-
tured data and later migrated to XML-based data model. Lore
has a fully-implemented cost-based query optimizer that trans-
forms a query into a logical plan, and then explores the (ex-
ponential) space of possible physical plans looking for the
one with the least estimated cost. Lore is well known by its
DataGuide path index that together with stored statistics pro-
vides the structure knowledge about the data to help Lore’s
optimizer prune its search space for a better plan. The Lore
optimizer is cost-based and does not perform logical-levelop-
timization. As mentioned earlier, XML queries carry rich se-
mantics regarding the structure of XML data and, as a source
of optimization heuristics, the semantics is best exploited at
a more expressive logical representation level. That’s where
our approach is distinguished.

The work reported in [15] is one piece of the early work
reported on using the DTD knowledge on query transforma-
tions. The DTDs considered there are much simpler than the
ones of XML. The optimization [15] makes use of a special
cost model. In contrast, our approach is independent of spe-
cific storage and cost models.

In [17], a comparable strategy for exploiting a grammar
specification for optimizing queries on semistructured data is
studied. In this study, efforts were made on how to make com-
plete use of the available grammar toexpanda given query.
Our focus is different — we identify transformations that
introduce “guaranteed” improvements on query expressions
from a heuristic point of view.

In [8], a fresh idea about using the DTD of XML docu-
ments to guide the query processor’s behavior was proposed.
It is common to model one (or more) element type(s) as a
class (in OO modeling) or a table (in relational modeling). In
[8], one type of elements (corresponding to one node in the
DTD graph) is classified according to the diverging paths of
the node. Later, query processing is guided to a more spe-
cific class of this type to prune the search space. For exam-
ple, suppose the content model (with sub-content models be-
ing inlined) of element type A isB|C,D∗, then elements of

type A can be classified into at least three classes: elements
containing only B elements, elements containing only C el-
ements, and those containing a C element followed by one
or more D elements. Indeed, this classification information
can effectively guide the query engine to narrow its search
space and speed up query evaluation; but with a relatively
complex DTD, too many classes may be produced. For ex-
ample, if a node in the DTD graph has a diverging long path
like A/B∗ /C∗ /D ∗ . . ., this path alone would cause a large
number of classes being defined. One obvious drawback of
this approach is that too many classes need be handled even
for a very simple query. Thus the efficiency gained from clas-
sification can be substantially compromised. In contrast, our
approach exploits the deep level knowledge inferred from the
DTDs, i.e., semantics regarding the structures of XML docu-
ments to transform queries toward better evaluation plans.

In [42], the notion of a path is a rooted one, i.e., start-
ing from the document root. Two types of optimization were
introduced based on this path notion. (1) path complement-
ing: if the path in a “path query” has a complement (i.e., the
alternative paths that reach the same end node) and its eval-
uation is cheaper (based on cost estimation), then the com-
plement substitutes for the original path; (2) path shorten-
ing: if the head segment of a path is the unique one that
reaches the ending point (node) of the segment, then this seg-
ment is removed. Two key concepts were introduced to sup-
port above optimization: parent-child extent, which is a set
of parent-child pairs at the instance level linked through the
same tag, and ancestor-descendent extent, which is a set of
ancestor-descendent pairs also at the instance level. If a query
comprises of multiple paths, of which each (being a single
path sub-query) evaluates to an extent (of either type of the
above) and is to be linearly joined with another — this is the
so-calledextent join. The parent-child extent notion is noth-
ing new but a binary access supporting relation or the coun-
terpart of the edge table as proposed in [21]. The ancestor-
descendent extent coincides with our notion of “structure in-
dex” which was proposed early in [11]. The path shortening
idea is similar to our idea ofnavigation reducing, which is
discussed in this and other previous papers [11,12]. Actually,
our algorithm [12] is more general and can identify more op-
portunities for reducing a path as our paths do not need to
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be rooted. Path complementing is a new dimension of apply-
ing structure knowledge on query optimization but is of little
use analytically because the number of joins (which dominate
the total cost of queries) are most unlikely to be reduced. In
fact, it could be much increased if the complement of a path
consists of more than one path. Our approach explores many
other aspects of applying structure knowledge of XML data
and related heuristics for query optimization as elaborated in
this article.

In [7], path constraints were used to convey the seman-
tics of semistructured data and applied to query optimiza-
tion. It is worth mentioning that in the context of XML data,
there are two types of semantics:data semantics(i.e., the
meanings of data) andstructure semantics(i.e., the knowl-
edge about the structural properties of the data). The path
constraints investigated in [7] is limited to only data seman-
tics. For example, the following constraint rule (borrowed
from [7]): ∀x(emp· ·manager(r,x)→ emp· (r,x)) (The rule
can be interpreted as “the manager of any employee is also
an employee”). This constraint conveys the meaning of the
data rather than the general structure of the data, e.g.,con-
tainmentandreferencing, which are common in XML data.
Query optimization applying data semantics is interestingto
semistructured data, but is of little use to XML data because
within XML data there are no particular data semantics but
only general structure semantics, i.e.,containmentand ref-
erence. However, certain implicit knowledge (or properties)
about the structural connections within XML data —like ex-
clusivity, obligation, and entrance location — is of great value
for XML query optimization. Applying this type of knowl-
edge to query optimization is one of the focused points of
this article, which also makes our work distinct from [7].

Path and tree pattern matching build the core of XML
query processing. A bundle of approaches [6,40,46,31,25]
have been proposed for supporting path and tree pattern match-
ing, commonly known asstructuralorcontainment joins. These
approaches focus on composing the path/tree query patterns
node by node trough pair-wise matching of ancestor and de-
scendant or parent and child nodes within lists of nodes. These
approaches typically utilize an inverted file structure (asthe
basis of indexing schemes) to provide lists of nodes related
to a certain term or node label. Outstanding of the bundle,
the node identification and indexing scheme proposed in [6]
facilitate tree or path queries with much improved space effi-
ciency. In [25], path queries are mapped to region queries in
the pre/post plane — which is 2-D space determined by the
pre- and post-order numbers of the elements within a docu-
ment; thus a good region indexing scheme, like R-tree, can be
ideally used as a support indexing structure. Our work com-
plements all the approaches ofstructural joinsin two differ-
ent ways: (1) a long path involved in a query may be signif-
icantly shortened by our transformation-based optimization
that exploits particular structural knowledge; (2) our “short-
cut” style of structure indices (once built) can serve as a more
efficient alternative to structural joins.

In [20], the minimization issue of XPath queries is dis-
cussed, and efforts were mainly given to the re-formulation

of queries for avoiding redundant conditions, and a polyno-
mial algorithm was developed for minimizing query patterns
involving/, //, [ ], and*. The mechanism used was to find
a homomorphism from queryq to p to identify the contain-
ment between the two queries (i.e.,p⊆ q), which is strategi-
cally different from our approach.

In [1], the authors studied the minimization issue of gen-
eral tree pattern queries, and both constraint dependent and
constraint independent minimizations were addressed. They
considered two types of constraints derived from a DTD/XSD,
namely, required child/descendant (equivalent to what we call-
ed obligation, see Section 3.3) and co-occurrence of sibling
subelements. The latter is not addressed in our work. How-
ever, we exploit two other types of structure knowledge, i.e.,
exclusivity and entrance location (see Section 3.3), which
were not discussed in [1].

Schema-based XPath query optimization was also addressed
in [29], where several ideas proposed were similar to ours
but a different approach was taken. In [29], the path equiva-
lence class concept was put forward and used to (1) eliminate
redundant path conditions; (2) shorten necessary paths; (3)
identify unsatisfiability of a query at compile-time. In [29],
the optimality of an XPath query was with regard to non-
redundant and shortest paths, we have to indicate that usinga
shorter path is good only when traversal is the only means for
evaluating the path. In contrast, we put a lot of efforts on iden-
tifying potential structure indices and improving the quality
of a query by extensively exploiting structural propertiesof
XML data.

Finally, with regard to the algebras for XML, TAX [27]
and XAL [22] are worth mentioning. TAX makes almost a
direct map between the rich language facilities of XQuery
and its algebraic operators. TAX takes trees as basic manip-
ulation units and is at a very high level of representation. In
fact, we may call TAX merely as a “representation algebra”
for XML queries. In contrast, XAL is an algebra for XML
query optimization because optimization equivalences canbe
conveniently expressed using the algebra. XAL, like our PAT,
is at a relatively low level of representation. XAL is more ex-
pressive than PAT but is not just right for us to carry out our
particular optimization ideas. Our current version of extended
PAT is good for XPath queries, but is not powerful enough for
general XQuery queries. We are in a process of extending our
PAT, like adding new operators for more general joins (e.g.,
twig join and value-based joins) and XML construction.

To the best of our knowledge, our work is the only one
that uses algebraic transformations so intensively and exten-
sively on achieving XML query optimization.

8 Conclusion

In this article, we elaborated on an innovative optimization
approach for an important subclass of XML queries, mostly
XPath related queries. The proposed approach is based on
heuristic, logical-level, algebraic transformations on XML queries
represented as PAT expressions. Every transformation per-
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formed isdeterministicin the sense that it achieves an im-
portant improvement on its input query from a heuristic point
of view. All transformations are accomplished by invoking
a corresponding transformation rule, and the process is a re-
cursive one. All rules have a solid basis — algebraic equiv-
alences. In the context of our approach, optimization con-
sists of three consecutive transformations phases: normaliza-
tion, semantic optimization, and simplification. Experimental
results demonstrate good optimization efficiency and good
scalability of our approach. Experimental study reveals that
after optimization most queries got executed more than 3 times
faster, and the approach showed basically linear scalability in
terms of query performance and database size. Analysis in-
dicates that all optimized queries are indeed optimal from an
analytical or heuristic point of view.

At present, we are in a process of extending the PAT al-
gebra to make it more expressive and more suitable for XML
query optimization and especially for embodying our partic-
ular optimization methodology. Meanwhile, we are enriching
the implemented test-bed system to make it one (or closer to
a) full-fledged XML DBMS equipped with advanced query
optimization mechanisms.
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Appendix A: Experimental result with Database
2

The DTD graph of Database 2 is shown in Fig. 10, which
has a larger depth, compared with Database 1. The charac-
teristics of Database 2 are shown in Table 3. We carefully
designed 16 queries that cover various lengths of paths. Cor-
responding to each maximal length, we designed two queries,
e.g., the first pair of queries covers a maximal length of 1, and
the last pair of queries covers a maximal length of 8, which
is the maximal length of paths possible according to the DTD
given in Fig. 10. The benchmark queries are provided in Ta-
ble 4, and the performance result is shown in Fig. 11.

Queries (in PAT expressions) Selectivity Optimiza-
tion (sec)

Q1 A⊃ σr=‘ALISA′(C) 12.50% 0.131
Q2 K ⊃ σr=‘BARBIE′(M) 6.31% 0.125
Q3 σr=‘GARFIELD′(H) ⊂ D 15.62% 0.206
Q4 (D ⊃ σr=‘GYPSY′(F))∪ (D ⊃ 17.76% 0.246

σr=‘GYPSY′(H))

Q5 A⊃ σA=‘Title′,r=‘DONALD′(F) 12.50% 0.264
Q6 I ⊂ σA=‘B′,r=‘COMFORT′(B) 6.33% 0.249
Q7 A⊃ σA=‘ I ′,r=‘GARLAND′(I) 12.50% 0.186
Q8 D ⊃ σA=‘M′,r=‘CARLTON′(M) 8.41% 0.197
Q9 B⊃ σA=‘M′,r=‘GARLAND′(M) 35.71% 0.294
Q10 (B⊃ I) ⊃ σr=‘CARLTON′(M) 72.00% 0.462
Q11 (σr=‘COSMO′(P) ⊂ K)∪ 3.09% 0.846

(σr=‘COSMO′(P) ⊂ D)

Q12 A⊃ (D ⊃ σr=‘CARLTON′(M)) 62.50% 0.594
Q13 (A⊃ I) ⊃ (σr=‘CARLTON′(N) 84.00% 0.246
Q14 (B⊃ σr=‘ABU′(J))∪ (B⊃ 96.43% 0.349

σr=‘ADAM′(Q))

Q15 σr=‘BLAZE′(P) ⊂ A 2.50% 0.543
Q16 (A⊃ (I ⊃ M)) ⊃ σr=‘CARLTON′(P) 100.00% 0.242

Table 4 Benchmark queries of Database 2

Remarks.We observe some queries’ execution, e.g., Q11
(before optimization), took much longer than other queries,
e.g., Q1, and some query like Q11 was much better opti-
mized than other queries like Q16. We provide explanation
below. With basically a tree shaped structure like the one
shown in Fig. 10, an element type at a lower level corre-
sponds to a much bigger cardinality than a higher level one
(the increasing is exponential). This explains why the non-
optimized counterpart of Q11 took so much more time to
evaluate than Q1 (Q11 needs to examine the elements of those
types that are at the bottom of the tree while Q1 queries the
elements of those types that are on top of the tree). Coming
to the optimization part, both parts of Q11 can use a struc-
ture index (IK−P andID−P, respectively), so the achieved op-
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Size(MB) #Docs #Elements Max degree Min degree Depth Max cardinality Min cardinality

102.03 20 4588009 5 1 9 796941 20

Table 3 Characteristics of Database 2
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Fig. 10 DTD graph of Database 2 (dashed lines denoting structure indices)
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Fig. 11 Performance result with Database 2

timization is significant. With Q16, it goes through A-I-M-P
to get the result and can not directly benefit from any avail-
able index (but can still benefits from indexIA−K andIK−P),
so the optimization is not that good when compared to query
11.

Further more, we observe that while the max length of
paths involved in a query basically increases (from Q1 to
Q16), the execution time (of both optimized and non-opti-
mized queries) does not increase accordingly. This can be
explained by taking Q11 for example. Q11 is a union of 2
subqueries, one covers a path of length 3 (K-P) and the other
covers a path of length 6(D-P), so the non-optimized execu-
tion time is even more than a query consisting of a single
path of length 9 (while the max length is 8 according to the
DTD of Database 2). On the other hand, queries involving
longer paths do not necessarily get better optimized. This is
because the applicability of most beneficial transformations
on a query is decided based not only on the paths involved but
on rather complicated conditions (e.g., obligation, exclusiv-
ity, and entrance location). Finally, our deterministic strategy
is indeed efficient, with all benchmark queries of Database 2
being optimized within a second (Table 4).

Appendix B: Experimental result with Database
3 (XMark)

Database 3 is based the XMark benchmark at scaling fac-
tor 1.0 (100 MB). 12 of the 20 XMark queries were adapted
and applied to our test-bed. The selectivity and optimization
time of these queries are listed in Table 5, and the perfor-
mance result is shown in Fig. 12.

Remarks.Queries involving lengthy paths benefit the most
from our optimization approach when structure indices are
adequately defined. Many of the XMark benchmark queries
are very simple (e.g., Query 7 does not involve any contain-
ment operation), and they cannot be further optimized at the
logical level in any heuristic viewpoint. This explains whythe
effect of optimization (as shown in Fig. 12) is generally notas
good as in Database 1 and Database 2. We pick up a few rep-
resentative examples to furnish further explanation. Query 5,
7, and 20 are least (actually not) optimized because they con-
tain very simple paths and can not prompt any meaningful
optimization at the logical level. Query 6, 15, and 16 are op-
timized the most because of the involved complex paths and
the available structure indices, which together facilitate the
expected optimization.
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Description Q1 Q2 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q10 Q13 Q14 Q15 Q16 Q17 Q20

Selectivity(%) 1 100 5 100 100 0 100 16 12 14 4 29
Optimization(sec) 0.086 0.348 0.115 0.284 0.045 0.512 0.267 0.183 0.421 0.843 0.104 0.092

Table 5 Properties of the benchmark queries of Database 3
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